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Abstract
The emergence of the next generation of cellular communications has require-
ments spanning several dimensions. Traditional human-centric communica-
tions is increasing in number of devices and volume of data. This, as well
as an explosive increase in node density, a characteristic of Ultra-dense Net-
works (UDNs), brings new challenges in satisfying those requirements. Other
forms of communication not directly involving humans, including Machine-
to-Machine (M2M) communications, also called Machine-type Communica-
tions (MTC), are also increasing, and motivate design of transmission pro-
tocols taking such forms of communication into account. This Ph.D. thesis
is a contribution to the design and analysis of transmission protocols for
M2M communications, and a two-fold contribution in UDNs, transmission
schemes for two-way traffic in cellular networks using wireless backhauling
and emulation of Full Duplex (FD) transmissions using Half Duplex (HD)
devices.
There is increased interest in M2M communications in cellular networks
such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE), particularly from smart metering ap-
plications and the Internet-of-Things. Since LTE is not designed with such
traffic in mind, M2M traffic can cause congestion in the random access part
of it. Motivated by this, we develop a mathematical model for obtaining the
success probability of random access in LTE, for M2M devices. This model
also features a limitation in the data phase of the protocol, and is compared
with numerical simulations, where we observe a perfect match. Furthermore,
the model is general enough to be used in other networks.
In order to accommodate M2M devices in LTE networks, we also consider
a reservation scheme for M2M, which we call Code Expanded Radio Access
Protocol. The idea of this scheme is to expand the contention space in LTE, so
that a large number of M2M devices can be accommodated into the network.
The performance and operation of the scheme is analyzed using Markov
Chains, and is verified by simulations. Importantly, the scheme allows for
an exponential increase in the number of accessing devices, compared to
the linear increase in the baseline scheme, for a linear increase in system
resources.
iii
Our contributions in the latter part of the thesis are within UDNs, where
we make a two-fold contribution: Design and analysis of transmission sche-
mes for cellular networks using wireless backhauling, and FD emulation by
HD devices, where we consider both uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) traffic
in our analysis.
We study a wireless backhauling scheme for serving two users bidirec-
tional traffic via small cell Base Stations (BSs), while minimizing the power
required to satisfy their rate requirements. Using a similar scenario, we then
define a transmission scheme termed Wireless Emulated Wire (WEW). This
scheme takes advantage of the relationship between the wireless channels of
the backhaul, and draws inspiration from the separation of messages into a
public and private part, as was done in the Han-Kobayashi scheme of infor-
mation theory. It is shown that this scheme brings benefits for the nodes in
terms of lower power usage compared to using Zero Forcing or a common
beamformer.
We also present a scheme, termed CoMPflex: CoMP for In-band Wireless
Full Duplex. In this scheme, motivated by the densification trend of cellular
communications, we propose and analyze emulation of FD operation by spa-
tially separating HD BSs, for serving UL and DL users. The scheme is shown
to have advantages over using a FD BS, in terms of achievable rate and energy
efficiency. Importantly, since the BSs are HD, the scheme is backwards com-
patible with already existing devices. We also analyze the CoMPflex scheme
in a two-dimensional setting using stochastic geometry, where we see bene-
fits in terms of success probability, compared to FD BSs. In both cases, this
means that we can get performance better than FD, but without the added
cost of complexity in signal processing and self-interference reduction at the
FD nodes.
Resumé
Fremkomsten af den næste generation af mobilkommunikation har flere krav.
Traditionel mobilkommunikation stiger i form af antallet af enheder og data-
mængde. Desuden er der en eksplosiv stigning i antal enheder i et givent om-
råde, et kendetegn ved Ultra-dense Networks (UDN), og dette giver udfor-
dringer med at opfylde kommunikationskravene. Andre typer kommunika-
tion, som ikke direkte involverer mennesker, inklusive Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) kommunikation, også kalder Machine-type Communications (MTC),
er også stigende, og dette motiverer design og analyse af protokoller som
tager højde for denne type kommunikation. Denne Ph.D. afhandling er et
bidrag til design og analyse af kommunikationsprotokoller for M2M kom-
munikation, og et todelt bidrag til UDN: Transmissionsmetoder til tovejs
kommunikation i mobilnetværk vha. trådløse backhaul forbindelser, og emu-
lering af fuld dupleks transmissioner vha. halv dupleks enheder.
Der er stigende interesse for M2M kommunikation i mobilnetværk så
som LTE, specielt fra anvendelser så som smarte måleenheder og Internet-of-
Things. Da LTE ikke er designet med en sådan trafik for øje, kan M2M trafik
forårsage overbelastning i enhedernes adgang til LTE netværket. Motiveret
af dette udvikler vi en matematisk model til at beregne sandsynligheden for
succesfuld adgang til LTE, for M2M enheder. Denne model inkluderer en be-
grænsning i data delen af protokollen, og bliver desuden sammenlignet med
numeriske simuleringer, hvor vi ser en perfekt overensstemmelse. Desuden
er denne model generel nok til at kunne anvendes i andre typer netværk.
For at muliggøre adgang for M2M-enheder i LTE netværk betragter vi
en metode, kaldet Code Expanded Radio Access Protocol. Idéen i denne
metode er at øge ressourcerne i LTE, således at et stort antal M2M-enheder
kan få adgang til netværket. Ydeevnen og virkemåden af metoden bliver
analyseret vha. Markovkæder, og bliver verificeret med simulationer. Denne
metode muliggør en eksponentiel stigning i antallet af enheder som tilgår
netværket sammenliget med den lineære stigning i basis metoden, når sys-
temressourcerne stiger lineært.
Vores bidrag i den anden del af afhandlingen er indenfor UDN, hvori vi
giver to bidrag: Design og analyse af transmissionsmetoder for mobilnetværk
v
som bruger trådløse backhaulforbindelser, of fuld dupleks emulering af halv
dupleks enheder, hvor vi betragter tovejs trafik i analysen.
Vi studerer en metode hvor trådløs backhaul bliver brugt til at betjene
to brugere tovejs trafik via småcelle base stationer. Ud fra samme scenarie
definerer vi en transmissionsmetode, kaldet Wireless Emulated Wire (WEW).
Denne metode drager nytte af forholdet mellem de trådløse kanaler i back-
haulet, og er inspireret af delingen af en besked i en offentlig og privat del,
som blev gjort i Han-Kobayashi metoden i informationsteori. Det vises at
denne metode bringer fordele for enhederne i form af en reducering i ef-
fektforbrug sammenlignet med kun at bruge Zero Forcing eller en fælles
beamformer.
Vi præsenterer også en metode, kaldet CoMPflex: CoMP for In-band
Wireless Full Duplex. I denne metode, som er motiveret af stigningen i an-
tallet af enheder i mobilnetværk, emuleres fuld dupleks virkemåden. Dette
gøres ved at separere halv dupleks basestationer for at betjene brugerne med
mobiltrafik. Denne metode har fordele i kommunikationshastighed og en-
ergieffektivitet fremfor at bruge en fuld dupleks basestation. Vi undersøger
også CoMPflex metoden i en todimensional opsætning vha. stokastisk ge-
ometri, hvor vi observerer forbedringer i sandsynligheden for succesfuld
transmission sammenlignet med fuld dupleks. I begge tilfælde får vi en
ydeevne som er bedre end fuld dupleks, men uden kompleksiteten i sig-
nalbehandling og reducering af selv-interferens i fuld dupleks enhederne.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In both industry and academia, there has been an increased focus on the
shape of fifth generation (5G) cellular networks [8], which are envisioned to
be more than just an incremental advance over the fourth generation (4G)
networks currently deployed and operating [5, 37]. This evolution is driven
partially by an increase in the number of use cases [57], as well as the data and
connectivity requirements of users. Those requirements have been increasing
dramatically in recent years [12], and are expected to increase further in the
future.
In addition to the increasing requirements of users, there is also an emer-
ging trend where devices communicate with each other without human inter-
vention. This type of communication, so-called Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
communications or Machine-type Communications (MTC), has requirements
different from the more traditional human-centric communication [36]. This
being due to mainly two things: Firstly, the number of devices, which can be
orders of magnitude higher than that of a traditional cellular network. Sec-
ondly, the traffic itself has different characteristics: Because M2M-type traffic
typically consists of many small packets, this traffic has a higher signaling
overhead, compared to traditional cellular traffic. Also, the high number of
M2M devices can put a severe stress on the network, in terms of an increase
in access requests and signaling.
It is envisioned that in future cellular networks, the number of Base Sta-
tions (BSs) will become comparable to the number of users. This, combined
with the increase in number of M2M and human-type users means that cel-
lular networks will become much denser than today [5, 37], a characteristic of
Ultra-dense Networks (UDNs). The trend of UDNs implies increased require-
ments on the cellular infrastructure, including the backhaul networks [7].
The backhaul network should be flexible, reliable, and with sufficient ca-
pacity to address these challenges. The previous research in this area has
3
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mostly focused on fiber-optical and coaxial links, as well as wireless solutions
such as high frequency microwaves [13] and cellular technology [17]. How-
ever, the interference in such a scenario is non-negligibile, which can have
dramatic impact on network performance. Coordination of transmission and
design of protocols are then important to deal with such challenges.
In this thesis we provide contributions to the design and analysis of pro-
tocols for M2M traffic in cellular networks, as well as two aspects of UDNs:
Wireless backhauling and Full Duplex (FD) emulation for uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL) traffic in cellular networks using half duplex (HD) nodes.
1 State-of-the-Art
The research challenges in 5G networks are expected to be significant and
focus not only on data rate but also latency, reliability, accommodating an
enormous number of devices and energy efficiency [37]. These changes in-
clude, but are not limited to the following trends:
Increasing Traffic: The next generation cellular networks have target data
rates which are 100-1000 times larger compared to 4G networks, [8, 12].
This increase can come from a variety of sources including real-time video
requirements [37], video streaming and on-line multiplayer gaming.
Heterogeneous Networks: In addition, the number of device types is grow-
ing. This comes from the fact that the number of use cases for cellular com-
munications is increasing, and there are new traffic type requirements such as
M2M and Internet-of-Things [8]. This implies that the cellular networks are
becoming more heterogeneous, and can have several tiers, with femto- and
pico-cells as examples. Combinations of cellular and WiFi [15] technologies
are also being researched, including offloading cellular traffic onto WiFi [49],
to deal with the increase in traffic. The Radio Access Network (RAN) itself
is also becoming more heterogeneous, where instead of each having process-
ing at each BS, the network instead features a cloud-like architecture, Cloud
RAN (C-RAN) [1]. In C-RAN, a BS is attached to several Remote Radio Heads
(RRHs), and the processing occurs centrally at the BS.
Ultra Dense Networks: The number of devices in future networks is pro-
jected to be several orders of magnitude larger than today [5]. This is a result
of a combination of the two previous points: an increase in rates and an in-
creasing diversity of cellular networks. However, this puts requirements on
signaling and interference management, as well as the backhaul [51].
4
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Machine-to-Machine Communications: M2M traffic is also increasing, from
the proliferation of applications such as smart metering. Such traffic is more
intensive in the signaling and access parts, and trends have also been ob-
served where the volume in signaling traffic is increasing at a higher pace
than data traffic [2]. This motivates optimization of the signaling and the
random access of cellular networks.
Ultra Reliable Communications: The next generation of wireless networks
will include stringent device requirements on delay and availability. A target
in ultra reliable communications can be defined as having a reliability of
at least 99% [39]. Such a requirement is significantly higher than current
systems. Examples of types of traffic with such requirements includes M2M
traffic and traffic with very low latency requirements [46].
1.1 Massive Machine-to-Machine Communications
The application of M2M type traffic is being considered in legacy cellular
networks such as LTE and GSM [34]. Such networks were not designed with
this type of traffic to begin with, and several solutions have been researched
to solve this issue.
The performance and impact of M2M-type traffic can be analyzed using
various metrics, and the success probability of contending M2M devices in
LTE is a metric that is often used. In [11], authors give the success probabil-
ity in the contention phase, assuming Poisson arrivals. Another reference on
the success probability and an approximation on it was given in [61], using
a combinatorial model. Our paper [56] gives a mathematical analysis of the
success probability in the LTE random access protocol is considered. In this
work, a possible limitation of the data phase (following the access granting
phase) is also taken into consideration. Another relevant metric, from the
perspective of battery life, is energy efficiency [58]. A study of the limitations
of the random access in LTE was given in [26], where the authors show the
effect of the number of accessing devices on the delay and energy consump-
tion.
An access reservation protocol specifies how devices should access and
communicate with the receiver on a given network. In contention-based ran-
dom access, the accessing devices compete for resources, and collisions can
occur. The contention-based random access in LTE is shown in Fig. 1.1. The
procedure itself consists of four steps, which are detailed below.
1: Preamble Transmission: The user has generated traffic, and wants to
communicate with the core network. It transmits one preamble (which can
be thought of as a token or signature), chosen uniformly at random from a
5
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UE
eNodeB
Preamble transmissionMSG1
Random Access Res
ponse
MSG2
Connection RequestMSG3
Contention Resolutio
n
MSG4
Fig. 1.1: The Random Access Procedure in LTE.
set of preambles, to the BS. The network has defined which preambles are
available in the cell that the user is in [3]. This transmission takes place in the
first RAO (Random Access Opportunity).
2: Random Access Response: The BS receives the preamble transmissions
from contending users, and proceeds to decode them. Upon successful de-
coding, the BS (also referred to as evolved NodeB, eNodeB) responds with a
Random Access Response (RAR) in MSG2 with information about the match-
ing preamble and uplink resources to be used.
3: Connection Request: In this step, each user that received MSG2 in the
previous step will transmit information about the device and reasons for ini-
tiating in the connection. There is a possibility that two or more users will
collide because they chose the same preamble in the first step. If such a colli-
sion is undetected, all colliding users get the same RAR, and so will transmit
on the same resource. Then, the data of the users will collide, and each user
will back off for a random time before attempting a retransmission [25].
4: Contention Resolution: When successfully receiving a connection re-
quest in step 3, the BS transmits an acknowledgement message. If a transmit-
ting device does not receive a response, it considers the transmission unsuc-
cessful, and repeats the procedure starting with the first step. When it has
6
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done so a certain number of times, the network is considered unavailable.
In each of these four steps, there might be a chance of failure, e.g. due to
resource unavailability or a collision. There are two phases to approach this
issue. The first is to identify bottlenecks, and the second to design transmis-
sion schemes which take those bottlenecks into account. Then, the schemes
are analyzed using e.g. mathematical tools and computer simulations.
1.2 Random Access Protocols for M2M Traffic
In the literature, protocols have been designed with the purpose of serving
M2M traffic in LTE-type networks, and they accomplish this in different ways.
One of the goals is to deal with the consequence of the possible overload
resulting from M2M devices accessing the network. We list the most used
methods below, and then comment on the approach used in this thesis in
proposing a model for the success probability in the access protocol and a
scheme for accommodating a large number of devices.
Access Class Barring (ACB)
In Access Class Barring (ACB) [29], the main idea is to define various classes
(which can be thought of as groups). This includes classes for high-priority
devices such as alarms. In case the network is congested, the accessing de-
vices belonging to some classes can be denied (barred) access. There are
several extensions and enhancements of ACB. The classes can be given vari-
ous priority levels [10]. An example is Extended Access Class Barring (EAB),
which is part of the LTE standard, which bars network access to delay toler-
ant devices.
Backoff-based Mechanisms
Cellular networks can require accessing M2M devices to postpone their re-
transmissions via a (random) backoff. This implies that those devices will
access the network later. The paper [62] analyzes optimal backoff mecha-
nisms in LTE, in terms of throughput and dropout probability. Backoff is
also proposed for M2M traffic [45], as a way of dealing with a large number
of arrivals. The work [30] uses a dynamic backoff scheme to reduce the con-
tention in the random access, by adjusting the backoff window based on the
number of random access attempts.
Allocation of Resources
The resources of cellular networks are typically divided orthogonally. This
means that they are divided in e.g. time, frequency or code. Since these re-
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sources are orthogonal, they do not interfere with each other. In random ac-
cess for M2M traffic in LTE, this translates into having specific (i.e. dedicated)
resources for the M2M traffic. Since LTE should accommodate human-type
traffic also, one way of doing this is to divide the resources into M2M and
other types of traffic [28].
The allocation of resources for M2M traffic can be done dynamically, i.e.
based on the load [33]. Such methods require some form of knowledge of
the load, which can be obtained from load estimation methods. Simulation
results of this method have been reported in [4]. Dynamic Allocation can
be categorized among methods that divide the resources among M2M and
other types of traffic (and so is a more general case than having orthogonal
resources). In [24], a resource allocation method is studied which takes the
spatial locations of devices into account. This is done by allocating identical
preambles to devices which are far apart, and it is shown that this method
reduces the collision rate. There are other ways to allocate resources, based
on metrics such as e.g. required reliability. In the paper [35], the authors
study a method for dividing the resources into a pre-allocated pool and a
common pool, based on the required reliability of the devices.
Virtual Resources
Instead of considering the actual, physical resources (which are limited) as
done using orthogonal resources, an alternative method is to have virtual re-
sources for M2M. In the paper [42], a method termed Code-Expanded Random
Access was presented. This method defines a set of virtual codewords, on top
of the actual, physical LTE resources. The resources which can be available
for M2M using this method scale exponentially with the number of LTE re-
sources. We analyze this scheme using a Markov Chain model in [B]. This
model has been used and extended in [14] for serving energy-constrained
M2M devices.
1.3 Transmission Schemes for Cellular Communications
Traditional cellular networks are largely being designed with Uplink (UL)
and Downlink (DL) traffic separated [40]. However, there has recently been
increased interest in alternative traffic patterns and protocols. These include
coordination of UL and DL traffic, decoupling of UL and DL, using relaying
and network coding, and Full Duplex (FD) operation. One recurring trend in
these is the focus of serving bidirectional traffic jointly instead of separately.
These approaches are detailed in the following subsections.
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Coordinated Transmissions for Two-way Traffic
In cellular communications, several transmission schemes have been pro-
posed, with the aim to optimizing performance metrics such as sum-rate,
minimum rate, outage probability and energy efficiency. These schemes con-
sider coordination of UL and DL traffic, both separately and jointly, and
include the usage of network coding at some of the nodes.
The Coordinated Direct and Relay (CDR) schemes [54] are transmission
schemes that define how UL and DL users should be served (i.e. either di-
rectly from a BS or through a relay). This and other works such as [53]
study which schemes maximize the sum-rate, and also consider design of
beamformers [52] to accomplish this. In [55], the authors devise a compos-
ite scheme which uses time-sharing between the basic CDR schemes of [54],
along with Two-way Relaying (TWR), in order to enlarge the achievable rate
region of the users. In TWR, a user is served bidirectional traffic via a re-
lay [41, 55], which utilizes network coding. An extension to TWR is the
Four-way relaying [31] and its multiple antenna extension [32], where two
users having bidirectional traffic are served simultaneously.
Uplink-Downlink Decoupling
Traditionally, users are served both UL and DL traffic through the same BS.
However, recently, there has been interest in decoupled UL and DL traffic,
which means that a given user receives DL data from one BS, and transmits
UL data to another BS [9]. The reason for decoupling the traffic is to get gains
in rate performance and lower the power usage [9], since in terms of received
power, the optimal UL and DL BSs might not be the same. Decoupling of
UL and DL traffic was analyzed in [50] in terms of association probability,
using a stochastic geometry framework. In that work, it was shown that
users get DL traffic from a Macro BS, while transmitting UL to a Femto BS, in
order to maximize received power, and that a large fraction of users choose
decoupled access, as the density of Femto BSs increases compared to the
density of Macro BSs.
Full Duplex Transmission
Transmissions can be done using half duplex (HD) or full duplex (FD). A
device operating in HD can either transmit or receive, but not do both si-
multaneously using the same time or frequency resource. A device capable
of In-band FD can transmit and receive at the same time, on the same fre-
quency. This is different from Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Frequency
Division Duplex (FDD), where devices in TDD can transmit and receive at
the same time, but on different frequency bands, and in FDD where devices
9
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Fig. 1.2: Here, B wants the red packet, while A wants the blue one. Device C can mix these using
network coding, and transmit the purple packet labeled NC, a mixture of the red and blue ones.
can transmit and receive on the same frequency band, but not at the same
time.
In-band FD is seen as a candidate for increasing the throughput in cellu-
lar networks [44], and is shown to double the system capacity of cellular net-
works [19]. However, the design of in-band FD devices is more complicated,
in particular because of the presence of self-interference at the nodes [43].
In Virtual FD, the operation of FD is achieved through alternative methods.
These include using buffer-aided relaying [23], having the transmission of
nodes partially overlap in time [20], and in [6], the authors define an α-
duplexing scheme where the UL and DL channels have a partial overlap
in frequency.
Backhauling for Wireless Networks
The increase in number of BSs (including small cells) and users can lead to
an increase in transmissions. This puts requirements on the backhaul con-
nectivity, both in terms of cost (deployment and energy usage) [17] as well as
flexibility.
Wireless backhaul has clear advantages over its wired counterpart, since
it enables rapid and flexible deployment of small cells, which may be placed
temporarily, for example in connection with music festivals and concerts [38].
Wireless backhauling transmissions can take place in licensed bands such as
10
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LTE, high frequency bands such as microwave and millimeter-waves, satellite
bands and TV-white spaces [48]. Each of these have benefits and drawbacks
in interference, propagation characteristics, and licensing costs.
Several wireless backhauling solutions have been given. Some of these
consider two-tier networks, where small cells are connected to the macro BSs
via wireless connections. This setup is considered in [21], wherein optimal
placement of aggregator nodes which gather data to be sent to macro BSs, is
studied. Wireless backhauling using FD small cells is considered in [48], and
compared with HD in terms of distance between the small cell and macro BS.
Wireless backhauling architectures have been proposed in papers such
as [47], where a relay is used to carry the traffic from a small cell to a macro
BS, and the optimal position of this relay is analyzed in terms of backhauling
capacity. Optimization of Radio Resource Management (RRM) optimization
of the Radio Access Network (RAN) is also considered an important part of
backhauling in 5G networks [60].
Wireless Network Coding
Network coding is a method in which several information streams can be
combined in a network, resulting in traffic flows containing data from or to
several different nodes. Network Coding can be done at several layers in the
protocol stack, for example at the application layer, network layer or physical
layer. At the physical layer, Physical Layer Network Coding (PLNC) takes
advantage of collisions of data from several nodes [41, 63].
Consider for example two nodes transmitting simultaneously to a third
node C, as shown in Fig. 1.2. Traditionally, the two nodes A and B would not
transmit at the same time, but taking turns, as in Fig. 1.2(a). The third node
then transmits the decoded data to each sender in a time-sharing fashion.
This implies that four transmission slots would be required. However, the
receiver could decode the two transmitted signals, and then re-encode them
before transmitting back to the senders, as in Fig. 1.2(b). The senders know
which information they sent, i.e. they have side-information, and can thus
decode the received information in order to obtain the desired signal. The
duration of such a method would be three transmission slots.
By intentionally letting the two nodes transmit simultaneously, as is shown
in Fig. 1.2(c), we would create a collision at the third node. This node could
then transmit this collided signal, and have the two nodes decode the signal.
In this latter case, the total transmission time is two slots (see Fig. 1.2(c)).
Coordinated Multipoint Transmission
Interference is an important consideration in wireless and cellular networks.
In a cellular context, Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) is a method for co-
ordinating BSs, so that they can serve cell-edge users more efficiently [27].
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One can distinguish between two types of CoMP schemes for DL: One type
where a set of BSs jointly schedule their transmissions, and another type
where a subset of the BSs processes the signal jointly before transmitting it to
the desired receiver [16]. Such processing can be linear (using Zero Forcing
or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)) or nonlinear (using superposition
coding or dirty-paper coding) [22]. CoMP is also known as Network MIMO,
that is, distributed over several transmitting BSs [18]. CoMP can also be used
in UL, where receiving BSs coordinate their reception via beamforming [59].
2 Thesis Objectives
The main research goals of this thesis are listed and commented below:
Design and analysis of protocols for M2M traffic in LTE-type networks
The first part motivates design of protocols for enabling a massive number of
accessing devices into cellular networks, where we focus on LTE. We analyze
such a protocol, termed Code-Expanded Radio Access in [B]. This scheme
permits a high number of devices contention access to the network.
We also want to understand effect of M2M traffic in LTE type networks,
where in [A] we present an analysis of the success probability and efficiency
of the contending devices in such a network. In this analysis, tools from
probability theory and combinatorics are used.
Study the performance of two-way traffic to address the challenge of data
rate requirements
Motivated the data rate challenge for 5G cellular networks, we define and
study transmission schemes for use in small cell and relay enhanced sce-
narios. The main drive is the inclusion of small cells connected to the core
network via a wireless backhaul connection. These small cells serve users
using two-way traffic with the aid of wireless network coding. We put forth
and analyze the Wireless Emulated Wire scheme in [D], and investigate a
wireless backhauling scheme in [C].
FD and coordination of interference via CoMP are methods which show
promising results. However, both methods come with drawbacks in form of
increased complexity at the devices involved. In [E], we analyze a scheme
for enabling FD emulation using HD devices, termed CoMPflex, in a one-
dimensional setting. We show that by spatially separating HD-BSs, we can
obtain performance better than having the two users being served by an FD-
BS. That is, we get the gains of FD, without the associated complexity. We
study the CoMPflex scheme analytically and show numerical results using
simulations with realistic parameters. Also, we get what one could regard as
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an emulation of CoMP, but without the added cost of the distributed signal
processing involved at the BSs as traditional CoMP requires. This is extended
to a two-dimensional network model in [F], where we compare CoMPflex
against FD in terms of success probability in UL and DL. We analyze the
scheme using stochastic geometry, and derive analytical results using reason-
able simplifications. It is shown that the analytical results match well with
the simulations.
3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of two parts, a main part and an appendix. The main part
consists of an introduction and overview of the state of the art of the topics
dealt with in the thesis. Further, the main part provides summaries of each
scientific contribution, a discussion of the outcomes of the research and an
outlook for future work, as well as a chapter which concludes the thesis.
The second part is an appendix, consisting of the scientific contributions
making up the present thesis. These contributions consist of articles which
have appeared or are submitted to scientific journals and conferences. The
layout of these articles has been revised for readability.
13
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Contributions in This Thesis
This chapter contains summaries of each of the contributions put forth in
this thesis. The contributions are in three sections. In Section 1, the work
on random access protocols for M2M communications in cellular networks is
given. Section 2 presents the contributions on the transmission schemes for
wireless backhauling in cellular networks. Finally, Section 3 details a scheme
for FD emulation by spatial separation of HD devices in a cellular network,
featuring both one- and two-dimensional scenarios.
1 Machine to Machine Communications
Paper A
Analysis of the LTE Access Reservation Protocol
Henning Thomsen, Nuno K. Pratas, Cˇedomir Stefanovic´, and Petar Popovski.
Published in IEEE Communications Letters, Volume 17, Number 8, August
2013, pages: 1616 - 1619
Motivation
In cellular networks, access reservation protocols are important for enabling
devices of the network to successfully establish a connection. Such a protocol
typically consists of a contention phase and a data phase, where in the first
phase, the mobile devices contend for access to the network, while in the
second phase, the devices successful in the first phase are allocated resources.
In existing analysis of the access protocol used in LTE, it is assumed that there
are a sufficient number of resources in the data phase, while this may not be
the case due to e.g. varying load of the network and devices with different
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traffic patterns than the usual ones. This latter event can happen for M2M-
type of traffic.
Paper Content
In this work, we provide an analysis of the features of the LTE access reser-
vation protocol. The analysis uses probability theory and combinatorics, and
takes into account the possibility of a limitation in the data phase of the ac-
cess protocol, i.e. the data phase consisting of a finite number of slots that are
available for the devices after contending. Furthermore, in the analysis, we
allow for the possibility of a limitation in the number of data slots, which is
more realistic. Also, we do not assume that the receiver (i.e. the BS) is able to
detect whether a contention token was activated by one or several devices.
Main Results
We derive an expression for the success probability of a finite number of users
contending using the LTE access reservation protocol. This analysis is ver-
ified by numerical simulations, where we observe a perfect match between
the obtained theoretical model and the simulations. Further, we analyze the
success rate and energy efficiency (EE) of the contending devices, for a vary-
ing number of slots in the data phase, and where we also take the limitation
of the detection of contention tokens into account. We analyze the success
probability and EE dependent on the number of data slots, and the results
can be used for finding the number of data slots giving the optimal EE per-
formance.
Paper B
Code-expanded radio access protocol for machine-to-machine communica-
tions
Henning Thomsen, Nuno K. Pratas, Cˇedomir Stefanovic´, and Petar Popovski.
Published in Transactions on Emerging Telecommunications Technologies
(Special issue on M2M communications), Volume 24, Number 4, June 2013,
pages: 355 - 365
Motivation
Cellular networks such as LTE are designed for human centric traffic and as
such, they do not initially support other traffic types in an adequate manner.
This is especially apparent in the context of M2M types of traffic, where
the limitations of current cellular network architectures become apparent.
However, as more and more traffic is different from regular cellular traffic,
an improvement of the LTE random access scheme is desirable.
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Paper Content
Control of the load on cellular networks such as LTE is an approach under-
taken by the 3GPP and other standardization bodies. In M2M, Extended
Access Class Barring (EAB) is used as a method for the network to control
the usage of its resources. We propose an access reservation scheme, Code-
Expanded Radio Access, that defines the concept of an access codeword. In
each contention round, devices that contend select an access codeword ran-
domly and independently. At the BS side, the BS receives a combination of
these codewords, and then proceeds to decode them.
Main Results
We consider two flavors of the Code-Expanded Radio Access scheme. The
first is when the entire codebook is at the disposal of the devices, which
means that all codewords are available for contention. Second, we consider
an adaptive scheme, where the BS defines a subset of the full codebook. The
size of the restricted codebook should be such that it matches the user load.
It is shown that in contrast to the standard LTE access reservation, the ex-
pected efficiency of the Code-Expanded Radio Access scheme has a superior
performance in high load conditions. Further, by adapting the codebook to
the load, we are able to maintain an efficiency of about 37% for loads up to
1200 devices, which is significantly higher than the LTE reference scheme.
This shows that the code expanded scheme is well suited for dealing with
M2M traffic on LTE networks.
2 Wireless Backhauling for Cellular Communica-
tions
Paper C
Emulating Wired Backhaul with Wireless Network Coding
Henning Thomsen, Elisabeth de Carvalho, and Petar Popovski.
Published in General Assembly and Scientific Symposium (URSI GASS), Au-
gust 2014.
Motivation
Owing to the need of the increasing requirement of data rate from users, the
trend in cellular communications goes in the direction of increasing the num-
ber of small cells, while their coverage area is decreased. The deployment of
small cells thus requires flexible, power efficient and low-cost backhauling
solutions.
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Contribution
In this paper, we propose a two-phase transmission scheme for serving two
users with two-way traffic using network coding, each of which being at-
tached to and served by different small cell BSs. These users have rate re-
quirements for UL and DL given a-priori. Given these requirements, we
solve the problem for how much the transmission power at the BS should be,
in order to satisfy the given rates of the users. In addition, we formulate and
solve the given problem of finding the transmission power at the BS, when
two small cells are considered. The solution being proposed uses theory from
the Multiple Access Channel, since at the small cell BS, there are two message
streams, one from the user and one from the BS. We also show the feasibility
of the second phase. The scheme proposed is transparent to the end user,
and can serve those users as if they were served by a small BS with a wired
backhaul connection to the cellular infrastructure.
Main Results
We show that the transmission power required is increasing as the DL rate
increases. This is under the assumption of Rayleigh fading, and with the
BS using Zero Forcing. Also, when the number of antennas at the BS is
increased from 2 to 3, the required minimal transmission power decreases by
approximately 10 dB over the entire rate range under investigation. This is
from the fact that the BS has more degrees of freedom in performing the Zero
Forcing. We study the behavior under three different UL rate requirements,
and we see the same pattern in each of these three cases.
Paper D
Using Wireless Network Coding to Replace a Wired with Wireless Back-
haul
Henning Thomsen, Elisabeth de Carvalho, and Petar Popovski.
Published in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, Volume 4, Number 2,
December 2014, Pages: 141 - 144
Motivation
Future cellular networks are envisioned to be designed with densification
in mind, i.e. the number of BSs is increasing, while the coverage area is
decreasing, resulting in so-called small cells. One problem is in the connec-
tion between these small cells and the core network, especially in the case of
low-powered and mobile or non-permanently placed devices. From this, we
consider a transmission scheme which uses wireless backhaul to connect to
the core network.
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Contribution
We design a transmission scheme, termed Wireless Emulated Wire (WEW)
for use in a cellular scenario consisting of two small cells. Both of these
small cells are connected to a BS by a wireless backhaul connection, and both
small cells serve one user. Both devices have a pre-specified Uplink (UL) and
Downlink (DL) rate requirements, which must be fulfilled. Given these rate
requirements, we formulate and solve the optimization problem of minimiz-
ing the transmission power of the BS, given these rate requirements. Inspired
by the Han-Kobayashi scheme of information theory, our scheme features the
possibility of the BS splitting the DL message for each device into two parts,
one common part which is decoded by both small cells, and one private part,
which is only to be decoded by the respective small cell. The decoding at
both small cells is modeled using the multiple access channel with two users.
The rate constraints take into account the presence of the UL message of the
respective device. Further, the optimization problem is converted and relaxed
using semi-definite programming (SDP), in order to find the optimal splitting
factors, transmission powers of the private messages, and the beamformer of
the common message and its transmission power.
Main Results
We compare the results of the WEW scheme, with three other schemes. One
of these is when the BS uses only Zero Forcing, the second one is when only
the common beam former is being used, and the third one is when selecting
the splitting factors uniformly at random. We observe that the transmission
power at the BS is lowest when the WEW scheme is used, as it adapts to the
channel conditions. This is valid for DL rates in the range of 1 to 10 bps, for a
fixed UL rate of 1 bps. For the first phase, we see that WEW enables a power
reduction of at least 10%. We also show the transmission power required
in the second phase of the scheme. In both phases, the transmission power
required is increasing with the rate, which is to be expected. Also, from the
relaxation, the resulting matrix has rank 1, so a beam forming vector can be
extracted directly from the solution obtained via SDP.
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3 Full Duplex Emulation with Half Duplex De-
vices
Paper E
CoMPflex: CoMP for In-Band Wireless Full Duplex.
Henning Thomsen, Petar Popovski, Elisabeth de Carvalho, Nuno K Pratas, Dong
Min Kim, and Federico Boccardi.
Accepted in IEEE Wireless Communications Letters, December 2015.
Motivation
Coordination of Base Stations (BSs) in the context of Coordinated Multi-
Point (CoMP), along with multi-antenna techniques such as Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO), is seen as a method to cope with the increasing
requirements of future cellular users via managing the interference. In-band
Full Duplex (FD) is seen as a important part for increasing the performance
in cellular communications. Even though FD enables simultaneous transmis-
sion and reception at a device, it comes at a price, namely device complexity
and self-interference. In terms of complexity, FD is feasible primarily at the
cellular network infrastructure side, while the consumer devices are mainly
Half Duplex (HD) for economic and technical reasons.
Contribution
This work considers a cellular scenario consisting of two HD-BSs, one of
which serves a Mobile Station (MS) in the DL, the other one in the UL. The
BSs are connected by a sufficiently high-capacity connection. We devise a
scheme for having two BSs serving one MS each, termed CoMPflex (CoMP
for In-band Wireless Full Duplex). An important part of the scheme is the
emulation of FD by spatially separating HD devices. The scheme is analyzed
both in terms of sum-rate and energy efficiency (EE). For analytical simplicity,
and to obtain initial performance indications, the scheme is analyzed in a one-
dimensional setting. The model can be seen as an extension of the classical
one-dimensional Wyner model for cellular networks. The design parameter
to be optimized is the distance between the HD-BSs.
Assuming that the MSs are placed uniformly at random, one in each half
of the (one-dimensional) cell, we also introduce a power-adjustment capabil-
ity, since the adjustment of the splitting brings the BSs closer to the MSs they
are serving on the average. Regarding the inter-cell interference, we consider
two interference models. The first model is when we assume that nodes in
neighboring cells are placed in the same manner as the center cell. The sec-
ond model is assuming that the nodes are placed in such a way so they cause
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maximal interference to the center cell. This latter model is a worst-case inter-
ference model. We show analytically that there is a benefit for the sum-rate,
when splitting the BSs.
Main Results
We analyze CoMPflex both in terms of sum-rate (i.e. UL and DL rate), as well
as the EE. In both cases, all nodes adjust their transmission power, which
depends on the BS-BS distance. In both interference models, we observe
significant gains in both sum-rate and EE. This stems from the fact that the
adjustment of the BS-BS splitting distance brings the nodes closer together on
the average. In terms of sum-rate, we see a gain of a factor of two, compared
to the sum-rate when the BSs are co-located. This also confirms the analytical
derivations.
Focusing on the EE, we consider three different path loss exponents. We
see that in all three of these cases, the EE increases as the splitting increases,
which can be explained from the definition of power adjustment as well as the
increase in sum-rate. We observe gains in EE between 15 and 45 times. Also,
in all three cases, the transmission power decreases as the BS-BS splitting
increases, which is evident from the power adjustment. This is because as the
distance between the BS and the MS it is serving decreases, less transmission
power is required to maintain a given rate requirement.
Paper F
Full Duplex Emulation via Spatial Separation of Half Duplex Nodes in a
Planar Cellular Network.
Henning Thomsen, Dong Min Kim, Petar Popovski, Nuno K. Pratas and Elisabeth
de Carvalho.
Submitted to the 17th IEEE International workshop on Signal Processing Ad-
vances in Wireless Communications (SPAWC), 2016.
Motivation
The densification trend of next generation of cellular networks bring chal-
lenges in terms of managing the generated interference. Methods such as
CoMP and clustering of BSs have been proposed to coordinate BS transmis-
sions, in order to deal with the interference. Other methods are FD trans-
missions, in order to improve performance. From the study of spatially sep-
arating HD-BSs to emulate FD operation in the CoMPflex scheme, using a
Wyner model scenario, we study the performance of this scheme in a two-
dimensional setting using stochastic geometry, to investigate the performance
gains.
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Contribution
We study a scheme wherein two connected HD-BSs, one UL and one DL,
each serve one user, where the interference between the BSs is cancelled. As
a baseline scheme, we consider one where one FD-BS serves two users, one
in UL and one in DL. We approximate the positions of the MSs as a two-
dimensional Poisson Point Process, and provide analytical expressions of the
success probability for UL and DL transmission. A mathematical proof of the
UL success probability is provided, and a similar approach can be used for
the DL success probability.
We also show the results of the scheme using numerical simulations, and
observe a close match between the analytical derivations and the numerical
simulations. This implies that our analytical model can be used to approxi-
mate the performance of the scheme. We also study the effect of our scheme
on the distances of the signal and interference links by analyzing the Cumu-
lative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of the distances.
Main Results
Using both simulations and analytical results, and comparing with a FD base-
line scheme, we show that having two connected BSs serving one user in UL
and another in DL brings improvements in success probability in terms of
SINR thresholds, for both UL and DL. The improvements are approximately
a doubling of the success probability, which can be attributed to the effects
of our scheme in decreasing the signal distances while increasing the inter-
ference distances. This implies that we obtain a better performance than FD,
while using only HD devices. Therefore, the scheme can support the ongoing
densification trend. The increase in success probability can bring benefits for
the users, such as increase in rate, and is otherwise transparent to the users.
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Discussion
In this thesis, we have studied and made contributions to two trends in the
evolution of cellular networking, massive M2M communication and two-way
traffic schemes for communications in dense cellular networks via wireless
backhauling and FD emulation. This chapter contains a discussion of the
outcomes of the research, and an outlook to future work.
1 Interpretation of the Results
In our analysis of the applicability of LTE as a M2M network, we assumed
that there were not enough resources in the data phase to accommodate the
large number of M2M devices. Even though the results were in the context
of LTE as a M2M-type network, they are not restricted to such networks.
In light of the suitability of LTE as an M2M-type network, we then de-
vised and studied a random access protocol termed Code-Expanded Radio
Access. It was observed that this protocol made an exponential increase in
the number of devices possible. This fact is important from the projections of
increased traffic, and should be contrasted to the linear increase in LTE-type
networks with added system resources. In the Code-Expanded Radio Access
protocol, this also means that no changes in the physical layer of the devices
involved is necessary, and only a minimal change in the MAC-layer. There-
fore, the scheme is backwards compatible with already deployed networks,
which is useful since LTE already enjoys a wide deployment, and thus the ini-
tial stages would not require changes to the network. Extra system resources
would make LTE with its standard random access protocol more suitable.
However, it would also make the Code-Expanded Radio Access even more
suitable for M2M-type communications, due to the exponential versus linear
increase of capacity with increased system resources.
A two-way small-cell transmission scheme using wireless backhaul was
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analyzed. We used Zero Forcing at the BS, and solved the problem of serving
the users in UL and DL with their respective rates, while at the same time
minimizing the power required to do so. We saw that increasing the number
of antennas made possible a decrease in the required power. In the WEW
scheme, we defined a partitioning of the message intended for the users into
a public and a private part. Further, we looked at the power consumption of
the nodes, since this metric is important in a scenario with wireless backhaul
connections, since the nodes could be battery-powered and/or located in dif-
ficult to reach places. We saw that by using WEW implied a decrease in total
transmission power, compared to using only ZF or a common beamformer.
We devised a scheme, termed CoMPflex, where we investigated FD em-
ulation by using HD BSs. This was done for two reasons: First, there are
complexities in FD, particularly in terms of self-interference, and second, the
usage of HD BSs means that CoMPflex permits backwards compatibility. It
was observed that there was an optimal distance between the UL- and DL-
BSs, and from that, optimal placement of BSs to maximize the sum rate of
the users. This is useful in order to address the increasing rate requirements
of the users. Further, the CoMPflex scheme is transparent to the users, which
implies that the changes required at the users’ terminals can be minimized.
We then analyzed the CoMPflex scheme in a two-dimensional setting,
where we saw that serving users in the network jointly with UL and DL
traffic, as well as having the UL-BSs and DL-BSs adjacent, gave a benefit in
success probability. This is because in CoMPflex, the interference between UL
and its paired DL-BS is cancelled, and the UL and DL users are, on average,
farther away from each other than in the baseline FD scheme.
2 Limitations of the Results
As we looked at the suitability of LTE and a M2M-type network, some sim-
plifying assumptions were made to ease the analysis. We assumed that the
BS had a-priori knowledge about the number of users contending (i.e. the
load). Such knowledge could be obtained by using e.g. a user load estima-
tion method.
When studying the WEW scheme and CoMPflex, we made some simplify-
ing assumptions. These assumptions were mainly in the channel modelling,
where we assumed Rayleigh fading. Such an assumption is often made, and
it was made in our work because we were mainly interested in obtaining per-
formance indications of the two schemes. We also assumed that the commu-
nication (i.e. handshaking) between the nodes had already been established,
and thus the focus was on the exchange of data. Indeed, some sort of sig-
naling would have to be made in a real life situation when the nodes would
set up their connection. This, however, was outside the scope of the analy-
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sis. When analyzing CoMPflex, we began by assuming that the nodes (BSs
and MSs) were placed on a line. More specifically, we assumed a Wyner-type
one-dimensional deployment model. This first assumption was made to get a
first look at the performance of CoMPflex. In the two-dimensional extension,
we approximated the placement of the users by a Poisson Point Process, even
though each user was restricted to the Voronoi cell of its BS. This was done
for analytical simplicity, but it gave a good indication of the performance.
3 Potential for Extending the Research and Future
Work
The results obtained in our analysis of the LTE protocol show that LTE type
networks can be made to accommodate M2M type communications. The
analysis itself is also has enough generality to be able to be used in other
types of networks, such as the next generation 5G networks. As was seen
in the analysis of the Code-Expanded Radio Access protocol, it would the-
oretically be possible to enable LTE as an M2M type network. The Code-
Expanded Radio Access protocol could also be used in conjunction with the
reference method employed. From that, one could design a scheme that di-
vided the resources between M2M-type and human-type traffic. How much
should be used for each of these could be decided from a-priori knowledge of
the traffic or by estimation. The Code-Expanded Radio Access protocol scales
the possible resources exponentially, and one could also take advantage of
this when dividing the resources between two (or more) types of traffic. As
we saw, the adaptive Code-Expanded Radio Access protocol could also be
used, to minimize the probability of wasted resources, and in situations with
varying user load.
Furthermore, one could consider analyzing the Code-Expanded Radio
Access protocol in situations where the number of users is not known a-
priori. This would imply either designing a load estimation algorithm, or us-
ing an existing one. In both cases, one would need to know the performance
of such a method, in order to assess its performance. The Code-Expanded
Radio Access protocol could also be used in scenarios such as smart meter-
ing. However, in this case, one would need to take the arrival type of the
traffic into account, since bursty arrivals could be possible.
We considered the WEW scheme, where we analyzed its performance in
terms of rate. One could go a step further, and consider other metrics such as
outage and energy efficiency. Such metrics are very relevant in 5G networks,
in particular in green communications. Another path, inspired by the interest
in deployment modes for cellular networks beyond the classical hexagonal
model, would be taking the positions of the nodes to follow a more general
model, for example using stochastic geometry.
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The placement of BSs, as well as the FD-emulation by spatially separating
HD-devices was the main idea of the CoMPflex scheme. It could also be used
in other communication methods, for example Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Device-
to-Device communications. For example, the intra-cell interference between
the UL and DL users is an issue, and interference mitigation methods would
be interesting to study, for further performance improvements.
The two-dimensional extension of CoMPflex opens many interesting paths
to take. For instance, it would be interesting to analyze more general cluster-
ing schemes with two-way traffic, where more than two BSs would cooperate,
to leverage on the interference cancellation. Further, the CoMPflex scheme is
more flexible in that we can choose which BSs are to be paired. Like in the
one-dimensional Wyner model, the two-dimensional case also suffers from
intra-cell interference between the users. It would also be interesting to take
user scheduling into consideration, and to analyze a model which serves sev-
eral users in each cell. A hybrid scheme, consisting of both FD BSs as well
as CoMPflex HD BSs would also be interesting to study, in terms of opti-
mal trade-offs. Further, since the CoMPflex BSs are connected by a backhaul
connection, one could study the influence of the reliability of the backhaul
connection, and taking examples such as wireless backhaul into this study.
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Conclusion
The focus of this thesis has been on communication protocols for enabling
a massive number of M2M devices into cellular networks. Also, we have
designed and analyzed transmission schemes for dense cellular networks,
focusing on wireless backhauling and FD emulation.
The analysis included looking at the suitability of LTE for M2M commu-
nications. More specifically, the success probability of the LTE random access
schemes was derived under the assumption of a finite population of access-
ing devices. This analysis was performed using tools from probability theory
and combinatorics, and the possibility and limitations of the LTE random
access procedure was shown. We devised a protocol, Code-Expanded Radio
Access, to deal with the problem of massive random access by M2M devices
in LTE-type (and other) networks. It was analyzed by numerical simulations
and analytically via a Markov Chain model, and we observed that it is su-
perior to the standard LTE random access in terms of efficiency in high load
conditions.
We have also defined transmission schemes for use in dense cellular net-
works. Herein, the main themes were wireless backhaul and FD emulation.
Motivated by the increasing importance of wireless backhaul, we studied
a two-way transmission scheme using small cells connected wirelessly to a
macro BS. We derived the power required to satisfy the users’ rates, for sce-
narios consisting of one and two small cells. We designed and analyzed
the Wireless Emulated Wire (WEW) scheme. In this scheme, private and
common messages are transmitted from a BS to users via relays. It was ob-
served that the WEW scheme brings improvements over either broadcasting
the desired information using separate beamformers or jointly via a common
beamformer. It was also seen that the common beamforming vector could be
extracted directly from the solution of the optimization problem.
The emulation of FD transmissions using HD BSs was put forth in the
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CoMPflex scheme. Therein, we analyzed via a one-dimensional Wyner-type
model the performance of the scheme in terms of sum rate and energy effi-
ciency. The analysis was done under two settings, in the first when the nodes
held their transmission power constant, and in the second when the nodes
varied their transmission power. We observed that an optimal BS placement,
averaged over the MS placement, implied an significant increase in the con-
sidered metrics, even under worst-case conditions. In the work, we showed
that a gain in sum-rate was also possible via analytical derivations.
The CoMPflex scheme was then analyzed in a two-dimensional setting,
where the tools from stochastic geometry were used to facilitate the analysis.
It was observed that using CoMPflex, and serving the users with two-way
traffic, had clear advantages over using FD-BSs.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
LTE is increasingly seen as a system for serving real-time Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) communication needs. The asynchronous M2M user access in LTE is ob-
tained through a two-phase access reservation protocol (contention and data phase).
Existing analysis related to these protocols is based on the following assumptions: (1)
there are sufficient resources in the data phase for all detected contention tokens, and
(2) the base station is able to detect collisions, i.e., tokens activated by multiple users.
These assumptions are not always applicable to LTE - specifically, (1) due to the vari-
able amount of available data resources caused by variable load, and (2) detection of
collisions in contention phase may not be possible. All of this affects transmission of
real-time M2M traffic, where data packets have to be sent within a deadline and may
have only one contention opportunity. We analyze the features of the two-phase LTE
reservation protocol and asses its performance, when assumptions (1) and (2) do not
hold.
1 Introduction
An access reservation protocol is instrumental in any multi-user communi-
cation system in order to enable users to connect asynchronously or transmit
intermittently [1]. The Long Term Evolution (LTE) system [2] uses an ac-
cess protocol consisting of two phases: a contention phase, where each user
contends by activating a particular reservation token chosen from the set of
available tokens; and a data phase, where the reservation tokens (i.e., token
holders) detected by the base station (BS) get assigned resources for the data
transfer. The asynchronous access in LTE gains importance as the needs to
support traffic related to Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications gets
increasingly important. In many cases, M2M traffic is a real-time traffic,
where data packets become obsolete after a deadline and thus may undergo
only a single contention and data phases, i.e., unsuccessful transmissions
cannot be postponed for later contention or scheduled to a later data phase.
The available analysis of the two-phase access reservation protocols typi-
cally assumes that: (1) there are sufficient resources in the data phase to serve
all detected reservation tokens; (2) the BS is able to discern between reserva-
tion tokens activated by one or more than one users, i.e., the contention phase
has a ternary output (idle, single or collision). However, assumption (1) does
not hold in cellular networks such as LTE, where the data phase has limited
number of resources, while the network load is variable; this implies that
there is a possibility that the users with real-time traffic that contended suc-
cessfully may not be assigned a data transmission slot at all [2]. Assumption
(2), by default does not hold in LTE, as the BS may not able to discern if a to-
ken was activated by one or multiple users [3, Sec. 17.5.2.3]. In other words,
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there are practical setups in which the BS can “see” that a preamble has been
activated, but it does not know how many users activated it. This implies
that in the contention phase, collisions “over” tokens are treated as singles,
i.e., the output of the contention phase is binary (idle or active) instead of the
commonly assumed ternary output (idle, single or collision).
In LTE, a reservation token is activated by transmitting a specific preamble
in the random access sub-frame [4]. The preambles are chosen from the
orthogonal set of preambles obtained from Zadoff-Chu sequences [5]. Due
to orthogonality of the preambles, the LTE contention phase can be modeled
as a framed slotted ALOHA scheme, where “slots” represent preambles over
which the users contend.
Asynchronous M2M communications based on LTE are considered in sev-
eral works found in the literature. In [6], the authors propose a preamble re-
transmission method, subject to optimization of the transmission rate. In [7],
a packet aggregation method is proposed. Here, M2M devices do not nec-
essarily transmit their packets immediately, but buffer them until a certain
threshold. A closed form expression of the collision probability of M2M traf-
fic at the LTE contention phase is provided in [8]. A recent work using a
combinatorial model to study the random access in LTE is given in [9]. Dif-
ferent from [9], we also consider the data phase in our analysis.
An early study of the ALOHA protocol in a reservation framework was
done in [10], and [11] consideres two reservation methods based on framed
ALOHA. Access reservation protocols with several parallel data channels
have been studied in [12]. Herein, the authors find the optimal ratio of con-
trol to data channels, and the optimal number of data channels, in terms of
throughput. Note that in contrast to [12], in this letter, we consider collisions
in the contention phase to be non-destructive. Finally, we point out a recent
analysis of random access protocols in the context of RFID systems given
in [13]; the results presented therein are directly applicable to the contention
phase of the access reservation protocol and are used as a starting point for
the analysis presented in the paper.
In this letter, we derive the exact probability mass function (pmf) that
a number of reservation tokens activated by a single user are assigned re-
sources in the data phase, when assumptions (1) and (2) do not hold. Based
on the obtained results, we calculate the corresponding one-shot success rate
and efficiency of the LTE access reservation scheme. The presented analy-
sis and derived results are directly applicable to the LTE access reservation
scheme for the increasingly important case of asynchronously served users
with real-time constraints.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the system model. Section 3 elaborates the method to obtain the exact
pmf of the number of reservation tokens that are activated by a single user
and that are assigned resources in the data phase, following by the derivation
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Fig. A.1: (a) Access Frame and (b) System Model.
of the success rate and efficiency. Examples demonstrating derived results are
given in Section 4, while the letter is concluded in Section 5.
2 System Model
Fig. A.1(a) shows a simplified version of the LTE access reservation protocol
that captures the details essential for the presented analysis [4]. The access
reservation is composed of a contention phase and data phase. The con-
tention phase lasts a single slot and is modeled as a variant of a framed
slotted ALOHA, where users contend over a set of of available tokens1; we
assume that in this slot, there are available M reservation tokens for con-
tention. The data phase is a actually a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM)
scheme and we assume that there are available K resource slots (i.e., K TDM
slots). The combination of the two phases is denoted as an access frame,
consisting of K + 1 slots in total. Finally, we assume that there are T users
contending for the available resource slots.
The access reservation protocol operates as follows:
1. Each of T users activates randomly and independently one of the M
available tokens. A token can be activated by more than one user.
2. Base Station (BS) detects all activated tokens, irrespective whether they
have been activated by one or several users [3, Sec. 17.5.2.3]. The BS
chooses uniformly randomly K tokens from the set of detected tokens.
3. The selected tokens are assigned a resource slot each and the corre-
sponding users, i.e., token holders, are informed about the respectively
assigned slots through the feedback channel.
1In contrast to standard ALOHA, in the considered model there are no collisions, as elabo-
rated in the letter.
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Variable Description
M No. of reservation tokens
K No. of TDM slots
T No. of accessing users
SD No. of users succeeding in the data phase
s No. of reservation tokens selected by one user
c No. of reservation tokens selected by more than one user
k min{s + c, K}
m min{M, T}
σ Success Rate
ρ Efficiency
Table A.1: Definition of used variables.
4. The selected token holders transmit their data packets in the assigned
resource slots. If two or more holders activated the same token and
thus were assigned the same resource slot, their transmissions collide
and are considered as lost.
The assumption that the BS is unable to detect collision in contention
phase holds in small cells [3, Sec. 17.5.2.3], and refers to the worst case
scenario where the detected preamble does not reveal anything about the
number of users that transmitted it2. Obviously, if the BS knows that there
are two or more users using a certain preamble, then a straightforward way
to operate is not to assign any resource slot to the preamble, thus preventing
collisions and the respective resource waste in the data phase.
3 Analysis
3.1 Derivation of the pmf
The conditional probability of having assigned SD = d contention tokens
used exactly by one user each from the contention phase of size M to the
data phase of size K when T = t, denoted by P(SD = d | T = t, K, M), is
derived in this section. The parameters used in the derivation are listed in
Table A.1.
2Note that, in practical LTE systems, if the cell size is more than twice the distance corre-
sponding to the maximum delay spread, the BS may, in some circumstances, be able to differen-
tiate the transmission of the same preamble by two or more users, provided that the users are
separable in terms of the Power Delay Profile [3]. However, the analysis of such operation is
straightforward and therefore not of interest in this letter.
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P(SD = d | T = t, K, M)
= ∑
0≤s≤m
∑
0≤c≤m−s
(Ms )T · (T − 1) · · · (T − s + 1)(M−sc )S2(T − s, c)c!
MT
(sd)(
c
k−d)
(s+ck )
(A.1)
Suppose that out of the M available tokens, s are used by exactly one
user each (singles), and c are used by two or more users (collisions), where
0 ≤ s + c ≤ M. From the M available tokens, s single tokens can be selected
in (Ms ) ways.
3 Further, as the tokens are distinguishable, the number of ways
in which s of the T users can be selected is T · (T − 1) · · · (T − s + 1) ways.
From the remaining M − s tokens, we choose c for the colliding users,
which can be done in (M−sc ) ways. As the tokens are distinguishable, we
need to count all permutations of them, which equals c!. Further, the number
of ways in which T − s users can be distributed among c tokens such that
there are at least two users selecting each token is given by the 2-associated
Stirling number of the second kind S2(T − s, c) [14, pp.221-222], which can
be computed using the recurrence relation (A.7) exposed in the Appendix.
The total number of ways in which T users can select among M tokens
without restriction is MT . Therefore, the probability of the T users selecting
among M tokens such that there are s tokens used by exactly one user each,
and c tokens used by two or more users each, equals
(Ms )T · (T − 1) · · · (T − s + 1)(M−sc )S2(T − s, c)c!
MT
, (A.2)
as similarly derived in [13], although in a different context.
In the data phase, the s + c used tokens are mapped randomly to the
K resource slots. Here we distinguish between two cases, s + c ≤ K and
s + c > K. In the first case, all used tokens are assigned to data slots. In the
second case, K out of the s + c tokens are randomly selected and assigned to
the data slots. We then have that the probability of selecting d slots out of
the K, such that the selected slots are used by one user each, is given by the
hypergeometric distribution
(sd)(
c
k−d)
(s+ck )
. (A.3)
where k = min{s + c, K}. Note that when k = s + c, then Eq. (A.3) equals 1
when s = d, and 0 otherwise.
The probability of selecting d slots containing one user each, given that
T = t users transmit, is obtained by summing over all cases of s and c such
3We define (nk) = 0 when n < k.
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that 0 ≤ s + c ≤ M, which yields the complete expression of P(SD = d | T =
t, K, M) presented in Eq. (A.1), where m = min{M, T} and k = min{s+ c, K}.
We conclude by noting that (A.1) holds when M > K and also when
M ≤ K.
3.2 Success Rate and Efficiency
We use the pmf derived in the previous subsection in obtaining an expression
for the success rate, defined as the expected value of SD given a number of
transmitting users T
σ =
E [SD|T = t, K, M]
t
=
1
t
min{K,M}
∑
s=0
s · P(SD = s|T = t). (A.4)
As defined, the success rate takes into account both phases of the LTE ac-
cess reservation scheme and measures the expected fraction of successfully
accessing users.
In order to assess how well the slots of the access frame (see Fig. A.1(a))
are utilized, we define the efficiency, given T = t, K and M, as
ρ =
E [SD|T = t, K, M]
K + 1
(A.5)
where the denominator corresponds to the length of the access frame in slots.
4 Results
In this section, we give examples of the pmf in Eq.(A.1), the success rate
in Eq.(A.4) and efficiency in Eq.(A.5), both for the cases when M > K and
M ≤ K.
4.1 pmf Evaluation
We first describe the method to obtain the pmf from the simulation. The
method can be summarized in the following three steps.
1. Let the T users select their tokens randomly and independently. For
every token, count the number of times this token is selected by the
users.
2. To simulate a limited data phase, select a random subset of size K from
the set of tokens. Count the number of successful tokens in this subset,
i.e. tokens used by one user. Call this number S.
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Fig. A.4: Comparison of efficiency ρ, for
M = 8, varying user load T, and different
sizes of the data phase K.
3. Let S(n) be the value of S obtained in iteration 1 ≤ n ≤ N, where N is
the total number of iterations. The simulated pmf is then
P̂(SD = s | T = t) = ∑
N
n=1 I(S
(n))
N
, (A.6)
where I(·) is an indicator function, giving I(S(n)) = s if S(n) = s, and 0
otherwise.
Fig. A.2 compares the analytical and simulated pmfs for T = 12 accessing
users, when number of tokens is set to M = 8 and the number of resource
slots is K = 4 and K = 8. The analytical pmf is obtained from Eq. (A.1),
while the simulated one is obtained from running N = 100000 simulation
iterations. We observe a correlation between the analytical and simulated
pmfs, validating the presented analysis.
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4.2 Success Rate and Efficiency Evaluation
Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 show respectively the success rate σ, Eq. (A.4), and the
efficiency ρ, Eq. (A.5) as functions of number of users T, for M = 8 and
varying K.
From Fig. A.3 it can be observed that success rate decreases as the number
of users T increase; this is due to increasing probability of multiple users
selecting the same tokens and, consequently, increasing number of collisions
happening in the data phase. On the other hand, increasing the number of
available resource slots K increases the success rate at first, until K reaches the
number of available tokens M. Afterwards, there is no benefit in increasing
K, as no more than M users can be successfully detected and admitted in the
system and K−M resource slots will always be left unassigned.
From Fig. A.4 it is clear that the higher efficiency is achieved when is K
considerably lower than M, which is not a straightforward conclusion. Again,
this is because of multiple users selecting the same preambles, which results
both in collision and idle slots in the data phase; the chances for the latter
increase with the number of available resource slots K. We end this section by
noting that, by using the framework presented in paper, the optimal number
of resource slots K that maximizes the efficiency can be calculated, for fixed
number of tokens M and number of users T.
5 Conclusion
In this letter we studied a LTE based access reservation protocol and provided
a method to obtain the exact pmf describing the number of reservation tokens
activated by a single user that gets assigned resources in the data phase.
The obtained results are applicable to the case where there are not enough
resources in the data phase to serve all detected reservation tokens, and when
the base station is not able to discern between reservation tokens selected by
one or more than one user; both assumptions may occur in practice, affecting
the operation of the access reservation protocol.
Further, based on the presented method we derived the one-shot suc-
cess rate and efficiency of the scheme, which can be used as performance
measures of the constrained access reservation systems, such as LTE, in the
emerging scenarios with real-time M2M communication, when there is a lim-
ited time to carry out the contention and the data transmissions. Finally, it
was observed that although the success rate is maximized when there are
the same number of contention and data resources, there is a non-negligible
efficiency tradeoff for doing so.
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6 Appendix
Here, a method to compute the 2-associated Stirling numbers of the second
kind is presented, based on [14]. By definition, S2(n, k) is the number of
ways in which k objects can be put into n boxes, such that each box contains
at least 2 objects. The values of S2(n, k) can be computed using the recurrence
relation
S2(n + 1, k) = kS2(n, k) + nS2(n− 1, k− 1), (A.7)
with initial condition S2(2, 1) = 1. If k > b n2 c, n ≤ 0 or k ≤ 0, then S2(n, k) =
0.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
The random access methods used for support of Machine-to-Machine (M2M), also
referred to as Machine-Type Communications (MTC), in current cellular standards
are derivatives of traditional framed slotted ALOHA and therefore do not support
high user loads efficiently. We propose an approach that is motivated by the ran-
dom access method employed in LTE, which significantly increases the amount of
contention resources without increasing the system resources, such as contention
sub-frames and preambles. This is accomplished by a logical, rather than physical,
extension of the access method in which the available system resources are interpreted
in a novel manner. Specifically, in the proposed scheme, users perform random access
by transmitting orthogonal preambles in multiple random access sub-frames, in this
way creating access codewords that are used for contention. We show that, for the
same number of random access sub-frames and orthogonal preambles, the amount of
available contention resources is drastically increased, enabling the massive support
of MTC users that is beyond the reach of current systems.
1 Introduction
In the past few years there has been an increase in the number of net-
worked machines on current networks designed for human-centric commu-
nications. This has led to a shift in the conventional perception on human-
centric communications towards device-centric communications, which are
independent of human interaction [1, 2]. While the common requirements
of traditional human-centric communications are high bit-rates and lower la-
tency, in device-centric communications, one of the main requirements is the
massive transmission of simultaneous low data rate messages.
Within 3GPP, there is an ongoing study on the adaptation of the 3GPP cel-
lular networks to handle Machine-Type Communications (MTC) traffic [3, 4],
through the inclusion of enhanced load control mechanisms in the Radio Ac-
cess Network (RAN). This is paramount, because due to the expected large
number of deployed MTC devices, the cellular networks are expected to with-
stand traffic bursts [5]. In such situations, radio and signalling network con-
gestions may occur due to mass concurrent transmissions [6], which can lead
to large delays, packet loss and, in the extreme case, service unavailability.
1.1 3GPP Load Control Approach
In 3GPP there have been proposed several solutions for managing the Ran-
dom Access Channel (RACH) load [3], which are here listed briefly:
• Access Class Barring - where the network controls the load by restrict-
ing the access of devices based on their class. In case of overload due to
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MTC traffic, the network can restrict the access of those same devices,
while allowing other devices to continue normal network access [7, 8];
• Orthogonal Resources - where the network provides separated RACH
resources for MTC devices and traditional devices. In LTE this can be
accomplished by dividing the random access slots and the preamble
sequences, i.e. in the time and preamble domain [9];
• Dynamic Resources Allocation - where the network allocates dynam-
ically additional RACH resources based on the RACH load condition
and overall traffic load [2]. The scheme proposed in this paper is of this
type, although it is accomplished through a non-traditional approach,
which will be exposed later in the paper;
• Backoff - where the network in case of overload enacts a backoff request
making the connecting devices retry the random access at a later stage.
This scheme is less effective upon massive batch arrivals, as expected
from MTC traffic [5];
• Slotted access - where the network assigns specific random access slots
to a MTC device or a group of MTC devices and where each MTC
device is only allowed to access on its dedicated access slot;
• Pull-based - where an entity within the core network triggers the eNodeB
to page the intended MTC terminals. Upon receiving the paging sig-
nal, the MTC devices initiate the random access. Here the eNodeB only
proceeds with the paging when the traffic load is favourable.
Among these, the 3GPP decided to extend the Access Class Barring method
to handle the MTC traffic. In this method, denoted as Extended Access Bar-
ring (EAB), the network is able to selectively control the access attempts from
multiple MTC User Equipment (M-UE) configured for EAB [3]. This ap-
proach, according to 3GPP [3], allows to control the access network load
without the need to introduce new access classes.
1.2 Proposed Scheme
In contrast with the current 3GPP direction, in this paper we propose an ex-
tension to the LTE random access method, which is in line with the dynamic
resource allocation approach. Here the dynamic resource allocation is not
accomplished through traditional means, such as the increase of the num-
ber of available preambles and/or random access sub-frames, but instead
by introducing the concept of Code-Expanded random access scheme. This
scheme is an application of the Protocol Coding approach, first introduced
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Fig. B.1: Example of PRACH opportunities organized in virtual frames.
in [10], [11], [12], [13]. The motivation behind this proposal is to enable ex-
isting systems to sustain a large and bursty random access loads, while pre-
serving the physical layer unchanged and incurring minimal changes in the
medium access control layer.
To illustrate what is meant by code-expanded random access, first con-
sider that the random access in LTE occurs only in specific sub-frames, here
denoted as contention sub-frames. Further, as depicted in the Fig. B.1, we
assume that a group of consecutive contention sub-frames are grouped to-
gether in a contention virtual frame. Now consider the diagrams in Fig. B.2,
where the selection of preambles and sub-frames in the reference and in the
proposed code-expanded random access schemes are depicted. In both sche-
mes the sub-frames are grouped in contention virtual frames and the random
access is performed always at the virtual frame level.
In the reference scheme, the M-UE performs the random access by se-
lecting one of the available preambles, in this example denoted as A and B,
and then selecting one of the virtual frame sub-frames to transmit the chosen
preamble, as depicted in Fig. B.2(a). The proposed code-expanded random
access scheme is a generalization of the reference scheme, where the M-UE
transmits one or none of the available preambles in each of the virtual frame
sub-frames, as depicted in Fig. B.2(b). For both schemes, when the M-UE
does not transmit any preamble in the sub-frame, we assume that the M-
UE actually transmits an idle preamble, henceforth denoted as I. Therefore,
in both schemes each M-UE contends using an access codeword with length
equal to the length of the virtual frame.
When multiple M-UEs transmit the same preamble in the same sub-frame
the BS is still able to detect that preamble [14], i.e. the collisions are assumed
to be non-destructive. Therefore, the Base Station (BS) discerns between M-
UEs according to the observed preambles in each random access sub-frame,
as shown in Fig. B.2(c) and Fig. B.2(d), i.e., observes a set of access codewords
that are then used to discern between M-UEs.
In the reference scheme the codewords are composed of just one pream-
ble sent in one of the sub-frames of the virtual frame, with the remaining
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Fig. B.2: (a) Reference random access, (b) Code-expanded random access, (c) Reference ran-
dom access codewords, with collisions in red, (d) Code-expanded codewords, with phantom
codewords in red.
sub-frames at idle. Taking as example the case depicted in Fig. B.2(c), the
BS perceives the preamble B in the first sub-frame and the preamble A in
the second sub-frame. Therefore, the BS perceives the transmission of the
codewords (B, I) and (I, A).
In the proposed scheme, each M-UE selects a codeword consisting of a
randomly chosen preamble (including the idle preamble) in every sub-frame
of the virtual frame. In this way, the number of contention resources are
increased and the amount of collisions is reduced - a collision occurs when
two or more M-UEs select the same codeword, as depicted in Fig. B.2(c)
where both M-UE2 and M-UE3 choose the codeword (I, A).
While reducing the amount of collisions, the code-expanded generaliza-
tion introduces a shortcoming not present in the reference scheme. In the
reference scheme, the codewords do not introduce ambiguities at the BS in
regards to which codewords where transmitted, i.e., based on the observation
of the preambles in the virtual frame, the BS can always discern which code-
words were actually sent. In the proposed scheme, such ambiguities exist
- based on the observation, the BS may conclude that there are more code-
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words present in the virtual frame than there were actually sent. Namely,
multiple combinations of transmitted codewords can yield the same obser-
vation, introducing phantom codewords which were not sent by any of the
transmitting M-UEs.
In Fig. B.2(d) is depicted a combination of the three codewords used by
M-UEs ((B, I), (I, A) and (A, A)), which misleads the BS to perceive the phan-
tom codeword (B, A). The existence of phantom codewords affects adversely
the performance, however, we show that this is significant only when the net-
work is experiencing low user loads. Specifically, we show that the efficiency
of the proposed approach (i.e., the fraction of M-UEs that successfully con-
tended for access) for moderate and high loads and for the same number of
used preambles and sub-frames in the virtual frame, is substantially higher
than the efficiency of the reference scheme, despite the drawbacks caused
by phantom codewords. We also show that by choosing the operating ran-
dom access method according to the user load, it is possible to maintain an
efficient random access over a large load region using the same number of
preambles and sub-frames.
The work presented in this paper is an extended version of the material
first presented in [15]. The extension pertains to the following: a comprehen-
sive explanation of the reference random access mechanism; a generalization
of the method used to compute the distribution that models the number of
perceived codewords by the BS for any codebook size; and a extension of that
method to the case where subsets of the codebook are used.
1.3 Related Work
The Code-Expanded random access scheme belongs to a broader class of
novel advanced random access schemes. The recent advancements include
the work found in [16] and [17], where the authors propose a random ac-
cess protocol that takes advantage of the analogies that have been established
between use of successive interference cancellation in slotted ALOHA based
access schemes and iterative belief-propagation erasure-decoding, enabling
application of theory and tools from codes-on-graphs for the design of ran-
dom access schemes.
There are several works found in the literature that deal with the machine-
to-machine (M2M) challenges in different settings and following different
approaches than the one considered in this paper. In [18] the authors examine
and propose schedule based solutions for dealing with diverse M2M time-
controlled traffic profiles within a LTE context. This approach complements
the one here presented, since we focus instead on the enhancement of the
random access part for the serving of M2M traffic generated by a massive
amount of M-UEs.
In [19], a new concept of M2M communicatios infrastructure is intro-
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duced, which is accomplished via airliners. This work presents a first study
on possible coverage within Europe and North America using airliners. This
approach can be used to complement the coverage of M2M communications
currently provided mainly by cellular networks.
In [20] the authors discuss how sensor and electronic-health networks can
be served by the 3GPP networks (GSM, UMTS, LTE), with the goal of offering
quality-of-service to this kind of applications. The proposed code-expanded
approach enables to address some of this issues, since it enables random
access for a large number of devices.
Finally, in [21] the authors revisit the LTE random access procedure in
regards to its application to the synchronization of the user equipment within
the network. The authors propose a novel scheme that provides superior
performance in comparison with the existing methods, by taking in account
the frequency selectivity of the channel. It should be noted that in this paper
we do not consider how the proposed code-expanded scheme can be used to
enable synchronization within the network. Such extension is left for future
work.
1.4 Article Structure
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we model
and analyse both the reference and the proposed random access scheme. In
Section 3 we discuss how the proposed code-expanded scheme can be used
to enable a random access mechanism which adapts according to the load in
the random access. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 System Model
In LTE the random access is performed through the Random Access Chan-
nel (RACH), which is mapped in the physical layer to the Physical Random
Access Channel (PRACH) [22].
The random access procedure is depicted in Figure B.3, and is composed
of the following steps [23–26]:
1. The UE selects one of the preamble sequences available in the cell, [25],
and transmits the preamble in one of the sub-frames reserved for the
PRACH transmissions;
2. The eNodeB decodes the preamble and responds to the UE by send-
ing a Random Access Response. This response includes the matching
preamble information together with the information about the uplink
resource that the UE should use for further information exchange as
well as the timing advance to be used;
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Fig. B.3: LTE Random Access Procedure
3. The UE proceeds with the information exchange on the resources indi-
cated by the PRACH response;
4. Finally. the eNodeB acknowledges the information received from the
UE.
The periodicity of the PRACH resources can scale according to the ex-
pected RACH load [24]. Therefore, the PRACH resources can occur from
once in every sub-frame (1000 RACH sub-frames per second) to once in ev-
ery two frames (50 RACH sub-frames per second), where a frame consists of
10 sequential sub-frames lasting 1 ms [27].
As previously mentioned, we assume that a group of consecutive sub-
frames is organized in a virtual frame reserved for PRACH (i.e., random
access), as depicted in the Fig. B.1. We denote the number of sub-frames
within a virtual frame by L and the number of available preambles by M.
2.1 Reference Random Access Scheme
The reference scheme considered here is inspired by the LTE random ac-
cess [23, 24]. We model it as an access reservation scheme [28], as depicted in
Figure B.4. We focus on the contention phase, which consists of L sub-frames
(contention slots), and these sub-frames constitute a single virtual frame. To
ease the analysis, we assume that in the non-contention phase there are al-
ways available enough data slots to serve the incoming requests. We assume
that there are N contending M-UEs; where each M-UE randomly chooses a
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Fig. B.4: Access reservation.
preamble and a sub-frame of the virtual frame in which the chosen preamble
is sent.
In the LTE random access scheme, the contention occurs at the sub-frame
level, in contrast with the reference scheme presented here, where the con-
tention occurs at the virtual frame level. However, the amount of contention
opportunities is the same in both cases, therefore one could argue that for
high user loads, the efficiency of the contention phase of the LTE scheme is
worse than of the reference scheme, as the number of collisions in the former
is higher, due to the M-UEs being able to contend more than once within the
virtual frame.
The expected fraction of the M-UEs that succeed in the contention phase
is denoted as the expected efficiency of the contention phase Sr, which is
given by:
Sr =
NS
NP
, (B.1)
where NS is the expected number of codewords used by a single M-UE (sin-
gles) and NP is the expected number of perceived codewords by the BS. 1
The expected number of perceived codewords, NP, in the reference ran-
dom access scheme accounts for all the single and collision codewords is
given by:
NP = NS + NC (B.2)
where NC is the number of codewords used by multiple M-UEs (collisions),
NP ≤ Ar, and Ar is the number of codewords available in the reference
scheme. As outlined earlier, in a contention phase consisting of L sub-frames,
each M-UE sends only one preamble, therefore the number of available code-
words, Ar, is given by:
Ar = M · L. (B.3)
Assuming that the number of M-UEs contending per codeword is mod-
eled by the random variable X, then the probability that in a given contention
codeword there are k M-UEs contending is:
Pr[X = k] =
(
N
k
)(
1
Ar
)k (
1− 1
Ar
)N−k
. (B.4)
1We note that the strict definition of the expected efficiency is the expectation of the ratio be-
tween NS and NP, instead of the ratio of the expectations as here considered. This approximation
holds with the increase of the number of contending M-UEs.
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The expected number of codewords chosen by a single M-UE, NS, is given
by:
NS = Pr[X = 1] · Ar
=
(
N
1
)(
1
Ar
)1 (
1− 1
Ar
)N−1
· Ar
= N
(
1− 1
Ar
)N−1
, (B.5)
and, similarly, the expected number of codewords chosen by multiple M-UEs,
NC, is:
NC = Pr[X > 1] · Ar
= (1− Pr[X = 0]− Pr[X = 1]) · Ar
=
(
1−
(
1− 1
Ar
)N
− N
Ar
(
1− 1
Ar
)N−1)
· Ar. (B.6)
Substituting (B.5) and (B.6) in (B.1), we get the estimate of the efficiency
of the contention phase.
2.2 Code-Expanded Random Access
In the code-expanded random access, the outcome of the contention phase
is the set of the codewords perceived by the BS, which the BS assumes to
belong to the M-UEs that successfully contended for the access. However,
the set of perceived codewords actually contains the codewords that are used
just by a single M-UE (singles), codewords that are used by multiple M-UEs
(collisions) and codewords that are used by none of the M-UEs (phantom
codewords, see Fig. B.2). The expected efficiency of the code-expanded ran-
dom access Se is:
Se =
NS
NP
. (B.7)
where the NS is the expected number of single codewords, and NP is the
expected number of codewords that the BS perceives, i.e., NP accounts for
all single, collision and phantom codewords. As in the reference case, we
note that the strict definition of the expected efficiency is the expectation of
the ratio between NS and NP, instead of the ratio of the expectations. As
shown in Fig. B.8, this approximation holds with the increase of the number
of contending M-UEs.
In the code-expanded approach, the M-UEs send in each sub-frame of the
virtual frame either one of the M preambles or the idle preamble I, so the
total number of available codewords is:
Ae = (M + 1)
L − 1, (B.8)
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Codeword L
1 2
1 I A
2 I B
3 A I
4 A A
5 A B
6 B I
7 B A
8 B B
Table B.1: Codebook, L = 2, M = 2.
where the all-idle codeword is excluded. Furthermore, NP ≤ Ae.
The distribution of devices contending per virtual frame is modeled in
the same way as in (B.4), with the difference that the number of available
codewords is now higher.
The expected number of codewords chosen by a single M-UE, NS, is given
by:
NS = Pr[X = 1] · Ae
=
(
N
1
)(
1
Ae
)1 (
1− 1
Ae
)N−1
· Ae
= N
(
1− 1
Ae
)N−1
. (B.9)
The method to obtain the expected value of NP is discussed in the next
subsection.
2.3 Calculation of NP
For the calculation of NP we use a representation based on a Markov Chain
(MC) that describes the evolution of the perceived number of codewords by
the BS when the number of contending M-UEs increases sequentially from
1 to N. We note that it is assumed that the M-UEs select their codewords
independently and uniformly at random from the set of available codewords.
The MC states are determined by the configuration that corresponds to
the number of the observed preambles in the sub-frames of the virtual frame,
which is created by the actual codewords selected by the M-UEs. The config-
uration is denoted by (C1, C2, C3, ..., CL), where Cj is the number of observed
preambles by the BS in the j-th subframe. We note here that Cj always in-
cludes the idle preamble, i.e., if the number of unique preambles in the j-th
sub-frame is Cj, then the number of actually observed preambles is Cj − 1.
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Each state is characterized by a cardinality, which is the cardinality of the set
of codewords perceived by the BS that is created by the given configuration.
We define the vector α as a vector with s entries, where s is the number
of states in the MC. Also, if the number L of subframes is given, then we
indicate this with a superscript, i.e. α(L). For the i-th state configuration
(Ci1, C
i
2, C
i
3, ..., C
i
L) the corresponding cardinality is the i’th entry in α, and it
is given by
αi =
L
∏
j=1
Cij − 1, (B.10)
where, once again, we assumed that the all-idle codeword is not used by
any of the M-UEs. Using this model, NP can be assessed as the average
cardinality of the set of the codewords perceived after N − 1 transitions of
the MC, averaged over the probability distribution of the MC states after
N − 1 transitions.
To ease the explanation, we focus on an example case where L = 2 and
M = 2, and therefore Ae = 8. The full codebook is shown in Table B.1,
while the MC representation including the state configurations, cardinalities
and possible state transitions is shown in Table B.2. For example, the state
configuration of the state 2 is (1, 3), implying that in the first sub-frame of the
virtual frame there is an idle preamble I, and in the second sub-frame there
is an idle preamble and both available preambles, A and B. The cardinality of
state 2 is then α2 = 2.
Initially, when there is only one M-UE attempting random access, the
system can be in the states 1, 3 and 4. The probability of the system being in
any of those states is simply the ratio of the number of codewords from the
codebook which provides the corresponding state configuration and the total
number of available codewords Ae, as depicted in Figure B.5.
For example, for state 1, where the state configuration is (1, 2), from Ta-
ble B.1 and Figure B.5 it can be seen that there are only two codewords that
satisfy the state configuration, which are (I, A) and (I, B). Therefore, the
probability of the BS perceiving this state upon the M-UE transmission of
one of the available codewords is 28 . A similar reasoning is done for the
remaining possible initial states, and the following initial state probability
vector pi(1) is:
pi(1) =
1
8
[
2 0 2 4 0 0 0 0
]
(B.11)
where pi(1)i is the probability that the system is initially in the i-th state.
Therefore, when one M-UE attempts random access, i.e. when N = 1, NP
is obtained as:
NP =
Ae
∑
i=1
αi · pi(1)i = 2 (B.12)
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Fig. B.5: Initial state vector selection procedure.
where αi is the cardinality of the i-th state, obtained from (B.10) and listed in
Table B.2.
In the case where there are two M-UEs attempting random access, it is
assumed that the selection of the transmitted codewords is sequential and
independent. Therefore, the codeword selected by the first M-UE leads the
system to be in one of the possible initial states, which are 1, 3 and 4. When
the second M-UE selects the codeword, the system can transit to any of the
states listed in Table B.2. The transition between each state and the corre-
sponding transition probabilities are depicted in Figure B.6.
The transition probabilities can be obtained following the same reasoning
as the one used to obtain pi(1). Consider that the first M-UE selects a code-
word that puts the system in state 1, i.e. the M-UE selected either (I, A) or
(I, B). Now, whatever codeword the second M-UE selects, the system can
only transit to the states 1, 2, 4, 5, as depicted in Figure B.7(a). For the system
to transit from state 1 to state 5, it means that the second M-UE has to select
a codeword that consists of either preamble A or B in the first sub-frame, and
the remaining yet unused preamble in the second sub-frame. For the con-
sidered example, this is the codeword (A, B) or (B, B) if the initial codeword
was (I, A), or the codeword (A, A) or (B, A) if the initial codeword was (I, B),
thus making the configuration become (2, 3). From the preceding discussion,
we see that no matter which codeword caused the chain to be in state 1, the
transition to state 5 can be caused by the second M-UE selecting (one of) two
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Fig. B.6: Markov Chain Transition Model, L = 2, M = 2; where S represents the state.
codewords from the set of all codewords. Therefore, this transition probabil-
ity is equal to 28 and it does not depend on which codeword the first M-UE
selected to bring the system to state 1.
To further illustrate the described procedure, consider that the second M-
UE puts the system in state 5. From Figure B.7(b), it can be seen what are the
possible state transitions based on both the state configuration of the system
as well as on the selection of a codeword by a third M-UE.
Using similar reasoning, it can be shown that the transition probabilities
do not depend on the choices of codewords that brought the system to a given
state and, for every state transition, the transition probability is the ratio of
the number of codewords that enable the transition and the total number of
available codewords Ae. For the considered example, the transition matrix P
is:
P =
1
8

1 1 0 4 2 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 6 0 0 0
0 0 1 4 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 3 2 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 5 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 0 2 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

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State (i) Ci1 C
i
2 αi Transitions
1 1 2 1 1,2,4,5
2 1 3 2 2,5
3 2 1 1 3,4,6,7
4 2 2 3 4,5,7,8
5 2 3 5 5,8
6 3 1 2 6,7
7 3 2 5 7,8
8 3 3 8 8
Table B.2: Markov Chain Model, L = 2, M = 2.
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Fig. B.7: Transition matrix element deduction for configuration state (a) (1,2) and (b) (2,3).
where the (i, j)’th entry is the transition probability for going from state i to
j.
The expected number of perceived codewords NP can be obtained as fol-
lows:
NP =
Ae
∑
i=1
αi · pi(N)i , (B.13)
where pi(N)i is the i-th element of the state vector pi
(N), i.e., the probability of
the BS perceiving a state configuration given by the i-th state after the N-th
M-UE has chosen its codeword. The αi is the cardinality of the i-th state,
given by (B.10). As for any MC, the state probability distribution pi(N) is:
pi(N) = pi(1) · P(N−1). (B.14)
Fig. B.8 depicts the comparison of the efficiencies for the reference scheme
calculated using (B.1), code-expanded scheme calculated using (B.7) and (B.13),
and code-expanded scheme that is obtained using Monte Carlo simulations,
for the example case when L = 2 and M = 2. It is obvious that, as the number
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Fig. B.8: Reference random access and code-expanded random access comparison.
of M-UEs grows, the efficiency of the code-expanded method outperforms
the reference one. Also, both curves corresponding to the code-expanded
method converge, justifying the use of (B.13) when computing the expected
efficiency using (B.7).
Finally, we note that the described methodology for modelling NP can be
generalized for arbitrary L and M, as shown in the next sub-section.
2.4 Derivation of NP for the general case
We now generalize the NP model to any arbitrary L and M. The generalized
model is constructed in a three step approach:
1. Construction of the model for the case where all the possible codewords
are considered;
2. Removal of the all idle codeword from the transition matrix;
3. Construction of the initial state vector pi(1).
The transition matrix is constructed iteratively, with the base case being
L = 1. The matrix for the base case is:
P1 =
1
M + 1

1 M
2 M− 1
. . . . . .
M 1
M + 1
 , (B.15)
where the rows and columns are ordered according to how many distinct
preambles are used. The first row corresponds to the state 0, i.e. when only
the Idle preamble is present. If a user selects the codeword 0, then the system
stays in this state. Otherwise, as there are M preambles excluding the idle
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preamble, there are M possibilities for the system going to the next state. We
note that for L = 1 the number of codewords and preambles is the same. For
the second row, the (2, 2) matrix entry counts the number of ways the second
user can select a codeword, given that the first user has selected one. The
second user can either select the all-idle codeword or the same codeword as
the first user. This accounts for the 2 in the second collumn of the second
row of the matrix (B.15). The entry with M− 1 counts the number of other
codewords that the second user can select. Continuing in this way, the matrix
for M preambles and L = 1 is as given in (B.15).
Now we consider the case where the codeword is of length L = 2. When
the second sub-frame is added, we get that this sub-frame can contain
0, 1, 2, . . . , M, corresponding to how many distinct preambles were transmit-
ted in that sub-frame. For the case of L = 2, the transition matrix is then:
P2 =
1
M + 1
·
P1 MP1
2P1 (M− 1)P1
. . . . . .
MP1 P1
(M + 1)P1
 ,
by a similar counting argument as the case of L = 1.
The cardinality state vector, α(1) for the case of L = 1 is of the form
α(1) = (1, 2, 3, . . . , M + 1), (B.16)
where each entry corresponds to the number of distinct preambles transmit-
ted. For the case where L = 2, the cardinality state vector is of the form
α(2) = (α(1), 2α(1), 3α(1), . . . , (M + 1)α(1)). (B.17)
We now explain the meaning of the entries in this vector. Firstly, this vector is
composed of M + 1 blocks of the form kα(1), where 1 ≤ k ≤ M + 1. The k’th
block in α(2), kα(1), corresponds to the case where k preambles, including the
idle preamble, are used in the second slot.
The transition matrix and α(L+1) for the case of L + 1 slots can then be
constructed from the case of L slots, in the same manner shown. For the case
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of L + 1 slots, the transition matrix is:
PL+1 =
1
M + 1
·
PL MPL
2PL (M− 1)PL
. . . . . .
MPL PL
(M + 1)PL
 ,
and the α is
α(L+1) = (α(L), 2α(L), 3α(L), . . . , (M + 1)α(L)). (B.18)
Because the way the transition matrix PL is constructed, we can write it
as:
PL =
1
(M + 1)L
Q, (B.19)
where Q is a (M + 1)L × (M + 1)L matrix.
The next step is to remove the all-idle codeword from the transition matrix
and state cardinality vector. This is accomplished through the following four
steps:
1. For the transition matrix PL, the first row and first column are deleted;
2. Then all entries on the diagonal of the resulting matrix are decreased
by one, since the all-idle codeword is no longer a valid choice;
3. The transition matrix is normalized with 1
(M+1)L−1 instead of
1
(M+1)L ;
4. The first entry of the state cardinality vector, α, is removed, and the
other entries are decreased by one.
The next step is to determine the initial vector pi(1). From the case when
the idle is a valid codeword, this vector is (1, 0, . . . , 0). The row that is re-
moved from the matrix, contains in its entries the probability for going from
the state configuration (0, . . . , 0) to another state when selecting a new code-
word. Since the all-idle codeword is removed, the starting probabilities of the
current case are contained in this row. Therefore, the pi(1) vector is set equal
to the removed row of the transition matrix.
3 Adaptive Code-Expanded Random Access
In the previous subsection we considered using only the codebook consisting
of all the available codewords (i.e., the full codebook). In this subsection we
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State (i) Ci1 C
i
2 αi Transitions
1 1 2 1 1,2,5,6
2 1 3 2 2,3,7
3 1 4 3 3,4,8
4 1 5 4 4,9
5 2 1 1 5,6,10,11
6 2 2 3 6,7,11,12
7 2 3 5 7,8,12,13
8 2 4 7 8,9,13,14
9 2 5 9 9,14
10 3 1 2 10,11,15,16
11 3 2 5 11,12,16,17
12 3 3 8 12,13,17,18
13 3 4 11 13,14,18,19
14 3 5 14 14,19
15 4 1 3 15,16,20,21
16 4 2 7 16,17,21,22
17 4 3 11 17,18,22,23
18 4 4 15 18,19,23,24
19 4 5 19 19,24
20 5 1 4 20,21
21 5 2 9 21,22
22 5 3 14 22,23
23 5 4 19 23,24
24 5 5 24 24
Table B.3: Markov Chain Model, L = 2, M = 4.
consider the case where a subset of the full codebook is selected based on
the system input load. A subset is obtained by restricting the number of
preambles that could be used in each of the sub-frames of the virtual frame
(we note that these restrictions are not necessarily the same for every sub-
frame). We note that the strategy used here to define the codebook subsets
may not be the optimal one. The efficiency in this case can be computed
following the procedure described in the previous subsections.
As an illustrative example consider the case where L = 2 and M = 4, for
which the MC model is given in Table B.3. The possible cardinality values
of the states for this MC are then {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 19, 24}. This se-
quence represents all the possible subsets in regards to the number of codes
that can be used. For L = 2 and M = 4 the number of codewords for
the reference scheme is Ar = 8, so the cardinalities of interest are the ones
where Ae = {9, 11, 14, 15, 19, 24}. In Figure B.9 is depicted the efficiency for
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Fig. B.10: Adaptive Random Access example with L = 4 and M = 4.
the given example, both for the reference scheme and for the code-expanded
scheme when cardinalities of interest are used. As it can be observed, there
is a set of threshold values in regards to the number of M-UEs, where the
system should increase the cardinality of the codebook in use, in order to
maintain the efficiency. Overall, it could be concluded that an adaptive ap-
proach, where the codebook is selected based on the estimate of the user load
is the preferred operating strategy.
In Figure B.10 is depicted the efficiency of the adaptive code-expanded
approach for L = 4 and M = 4. Comparing these results with the results
given in Fig. B.9, it can be observed that the region where the gain of the
adaptive approach over the case when the full codebook is used is more
obvious. Also, the increased M provides for significant expansion of the
supported user load region.
In next subsection we give the method to compute NP for the case where
a subset of the codebook is used.
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3.1 Derivation of NP for a subset of the codebook
The method exposed in sub-section 2.4, can be extended to compute the ex-
pected value of NP when only a restricted subset of the codewords available
in the codebook are used.
We define the vector v as:
v = (v1, v2, . . . , vL), (B.20)
where vj is the maximum number of distinct preambles that are allowed to
be used in sub-frame j. For example, v = (1, 3, 2) means that only the idle
preamble is allowed in sub-frame 1, two preambles are allowed in sub-frame
2, and one preamble is allowed in sub-frame 3.
The construction of the transition matrix PL is then as follows. For the
base case:
P1 =
1
v1 + 1

1 v1
2 v1 − 1
. . . . . .
v1 1
v1 + 1
 , (B.21)
and the matrix for the case when the (j + 1)’th sub-frame is added is
Pj+1 =
1
vj + 1
·
Pj vjPj
2Pj (vj − 1)Pj
. . . . . .
vjPj Pj
(vj + 1)Pj.
 .
The α for the base case is:
α(1) = (1, 2, 3, . . . , v1), (B.22)
and the cardinality state vector α for the (j + 1)th step is obtained from the
j’th step as:
α(j+1) = (α(j), 2α(j), . . . , vjα(j)). (B.23)
The initial vector pi(1) is obtained as in the non-restricted case, i.e. it is
obtained from the first row that is removed from the transition matrix which
includes the all idle codeword. Also, the computation of the expected NP
proceeds as in the non-restricted case.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a code-expanded random access scheme inspired
by the LTE random access. The proposed scheme increases the amount of
available contention resources, without resorting to the increase of system
resources, such as contention sub-frames and preambles. This increase is ac-
complished by expanding the contention space to the code domain, through
the creation of random access codewords.
It was shown that for high user loads the proposed scheme is signifi-
cantly more efficient than the reference scheme. Also, it was shown that by
selecting the appropriate number of random access codewords it is possible
to maintain the random access scheme efficiency over a large load region.
This suggests the usage of an adaptive random access scheme, i.e., a combi-
nation of the reference and the code-expanded random access, which allows
to maintain the efficiency both for low and high user load regions.
Finally, we note that for optimal operation of the proposed adaptive ran-
dom access scheme, it is necessary to obtain the estimates of the user loads.
The design of the adaptive random access scheme that implements the esti-
mation of the user load is a topic of ongoing research. Considerations on the
energy usage due to the transmission of codewords needs to be investigated
in the future.
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1. Abstract
1 Abstract
In this paper we address the need for wireless network densification. We
propose a solution wherein the wired backhaul employed in heterogeneous
cellular networks is replaced with wireless links, while maintaining the rate
requirements of the uplink and downlink traffic of each user. The first com-
ponent of our solution consists of a two-way, two-phase communication be-
tween the macro base station and a user in a small cell through the small cell
base station. The second component consists of an optimized adjustment of
the transmit power from the macro base station during the multiple access
phase of the two-way protocol. The transmit power is set high enough to
enable successive decoding at the small cell base station where the down-
link data to the user is first decoded and its contribution removed from the
received signal followed by the uplink data from the user. The decoding of
the second layer, the uplink traffic to the user, remains identical to the one
performed in a wired system. In the broadcast phase, the decoding of the
downlink traffic can also be guaranteed to remain identical. Hence, our solu-
tion claims an emulation of a wired backhaul with wireless network coding
with same performance. We provide numerical examples involving a macro
base stations serving a single small cell or two small cells.
2 Motivation and Introduction
There is a growing evidence that small cells will play a major role in the
upcoming generation of wireless communication systems [1]. This is in line
with the trend of wireless network densification [2], which indicates that the
bit rate per unit area will grow immensely. The key element in small cell
deployments is the backhaul connection that connects the small cell Base Sta-
tions (SBSs) to the infrastructure. The choice of the backhaul needs to hit the
right tradeoff between the connectivity and deployment flexibility/cost, thus
putting into consideration a mix of wired and wireless backhaul solutions.
Fig. C.1 shows an example deployment of three small cells within the cov-
erage area of the macrocell. Each Small Base Station (SBS) uses a wired back-
haul to connect to the common infrastructure. We consider a Time-Division
Duplex (TDD) operation and each Mobile Station (MS) associated with one
SBS uses equal periods, each of duration T, to receive the downlink traf-
fic from the SBS and transmit the uplink traffic to the SBS. Specifically, the
downlink and uplink data rate of the k−th user terminal is denoted by RD,k
and RU,k, respectively. When there is no danger of causing confusion, we will
drop the index k and use simply RD and RU . The capacity of the backhaul
link is denoted by CB and it is assumed that:
CB ≥ max{RD, RU}. (C.1)
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Wireless Backhaul
Wired Backhaul
BS
SBS1
SBS3
SBS2
MS1-1 MS2-2 MS2-1
MS3-1
(a)
BS
SBS1
SBS3
SBS2
MS1-1 MS2-2 MS2-1
MS3-1
(b)
Fig. C.1: (a) Original deployment with wired backhauls (b) Deployment where the wired back-
haul is emulated by the wireless backhaul.
Two observations are in order. First, even if the wired backhaul is capable of
full-duplex transmission, it is essentially used in a TDD manner, as dictated
by the TDD regime in the wireless access part, from SBS to the terminal. This
means that, at a given instant, the data flow over the wire can be considered
to be unidirectional. Second, the capacity CB of the wire does not need to
be excessively high. It needs to be just above the uplink/downlink rates
that can be supported by the wireless access part, in order for (C.1) to be
satisfied. If multiple users are present in the small cells, then RD and RU in
(C.1) represent the sum-rates of all users.
The central question treated in this paper is the following: How to remove
the wired backhaul and rely on wireless connections between BS and the SBSs, while
preserving the same performance of the two-way communication with a Mobile
Station connected to the small cell?
The motivation for doing that is the need for network densification and
deployment of SBSs that is rapid, flexible and low cost. We will refer to
the solution of the above problem as a Wireless-Emulated Wire (WEW), since
we would like to preserve the uplink/downlink rates of the user to be the
same as if the wired backhaul is present. The main assumption is that the
wireless backhaul BS-SBS link uses the same spectrum as the link SBS-MS,
which implies that SBS has the role of a relay. WEW is possible only when
two-way traffic is considered from the MS.
The operation of WEW is based on two principles: First, by having both
BS and a MS transmitting to each SBS simultaneously, we create a two-way
communication flow between them. This is enabled by the principle of network
coding [3], [4]. Second, each transmitting node knows its own signal a priori,
and can therefore subtract it from any received signal. Previously, these prin-
ciples have been applied in [5], [6] in the study of coordinated transmissions
in a cellular network. We use these principles in creating a wireless backhaul
solution.
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3 System Model
We consider a cellular scenario consisting of one BS and several SBSs. Each
SBS serves a number of MSs in its small cell. The case of one BS and three
SBSs is shown in Figure C.1(b). All MSs are assumed to have two-way, in-
finitely backlogged traffic to the BS. In our model, every node is assumed
to have full Channel State Information (CSI). The uplink rate requirement of
MSi-j is RUij bps, while it has a downlink rate requirement of RDij bps. All
nodes are assumed to operate in half-duplex mode. Without loss of general-
ity, we normalize the bandwidth to 1 Hz. Since we impose that WEW needs
to be transparent to the MSs, their transmission power is assumed to be the
same as the wired backhaul case, as is the channel between each MS and its
SBS. Each SBS has a fixed transmission power identical to the wired backhaul
case. In order for that to work, we need to assume that the channel SBS-BS is
better than the channel SBS-MS. WIth that, SBS can broadcast XOR-ed data
to both BS and MS at the rate of the SBS-MS link, which is identical to the
downlink rate in the wired backhaul. Our goal is thus to find the minimal
transmission power at the BS, such that the rate requirements of the MSs can
be fulfilled.
The uplink and downlink transmissions are done over two phases. In the
first phase (Multiple Access (MA) phase), the BS and MSi-j transmit simul-
taneously to SBSi. The Multiple Access Channel (MAC) rate region at each
SBSi consists of all uplink and downlink rates that are achievable at this SBSi,
and depends on the transmission power at the BS and MS. Since each MS
transmits at rate equal to capacity of the link MS-SBS, each SBS is required to
decode all received signals, such that th uplink signal from the MS is decoded
last, in absence of any interference and thus under identical conditions as
in the wired case. In the second phase (the Broadcast Channel (BC) phase),
the SBS transmits the exclusive-or (XOR) of the decoded signals in the first
phase. The BS and each MS then receive this signal, and because each node
knows its own transmitted signal (has side information), it can decode the
XORed signal to obtain the desired signal.
4 WEW with one SBS and one MS
We first consider the case of one MS, one SBS and one BS. The channel be-
tween MS and SBS has capacity C(γM) = log2(1+ γM), where γM =
PM |hM |2
σ2
is the SNR between MS and SBS, PM is the transmit power of the MS, and σ2
the power of the additive white Gaussian noise. This channel is assumed to
be able to support the rates RD and RU , i.e. RD, RU ≤ C (1+ γM). For the
SBS-BS link, we need to find the PB that supports the rate RD. At the SBS, we
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have a MAC with rate bounds
RU ≤ C(γM), (C.2)
RD ≤ C(γB), (C.3)
RU + RD ≤ C(γM + γB). (C.4)
By assumption, MS transmits at rate equal to capacity, so RU = C(γM).
Then, we need to solve the third inequality for PB, to find the condition on
the transmission power. We have
log2 (1+ γM) + RD ≤ log2 (1+ γM + γD)⇔ (C.5)
log2
(
1+
PM|hM|2
σ2
)
+ RD ≤ log2
(
1+
PM|hM|2
σ2
+
PB|hB|2
σ2
)
⇔ (C.6)
σ2
|hB|2
(
1+
PM|hM|2
σ2
)(
2RD − 1
)
≤ PB, (C.7)
which is the condition on the transmission power at the BS, PB, in order for
the SBS-BS link to support the required rates. The feasibility of WEW for
the second phase follows from the assumption that the MS-SBS channel is
identical to the wired backhaul case, and from Eq (C.1).
5 WEW with two SBSs and two MSs
To illustrate the case of two small cells, we consider a scenario consisting of
one BS, two small BSs SBS1 and SBS2, each serving one MS. The channel
between SBSi and its MS is hMi ∈ C, while the channel between BS and SBSi
is hBi ∈ C[2M×1], M being the number of antennas at the BS. The BS uses zero
forcing to create spatially separated channels [7], and wBi ∈ C[2M×1] is the
beam forming vector for SBSi. The downlink signal for MSi is xBi ∈ C, which
is transmitted with power PBi. The uplink signal is xMi ∈ C. The noise at
node k is denoted zk and is assumed to be zero mean complex Gaussian. In
the first phase (MA phase), BS transmits the signal
wB1 (PB1)
1
2 xB1 +wB2 (PB2)
1
2 xB2. (C.8)
At each SBS, the signal ySi is received, where
ySi = hHBiwBi (PBi)
1
2 xBi + hHBiwBj
(
PBj
) 1
2 xBj + hMi (PMi)
1
2 xMi + zSi (C.9)
= hHBiwBi (PBi)
1
2 xBi + hMi (PMi)
1
2 xMi + zSi, (C.10)
where i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j, and where we have used that hHBiwBj = 0 from the zero
forcing.
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The power in the signal from BS to SBSi is PBi|hHBiwBi|2, and the noise
power is σ2. Because we assume that each MS transmits at rate equal to
capacity of its link, the SNR of the link between MSi-i and SBSi is γMi =
2RUi − 1 The SNR between BS and SBSi is γBi = PBi |h
H
BiwBi |2
σ2
. From this, we can
determine the rate region at SBSi in the MAC phase:
RUi ≤ log2 (1+ γMi) , (C.11)
RDi ≤ log2 (1+ γBi) , (C.12)
RUi + RDi ≤ log2 (1+ γMi + γBi) . (C.13)
Assuming equality in (C.11), since user transmits at full rate, we substi-
tute (C.11) into (C.13). After some manipulations, we get
σ2 (1+ γMi)
(
2RDi − 1)
|hHBiwBi|2
≤ PBi, (C.14)
which is the condition on the transmission power of the BS for SBSi. The
conditions for the second phase follow from the same arguments as the single
SBS case, and that the BS uses receive zero forcing.
6 Numerical Examples
To evaluate the performance of WEW, we consider the setup of one BS and
two SBSs, each of which serving one MS. Two cases are considered, the BS
having either 2 or 3 antennas. In both cases, we show three different uplink
rate requirements, and for each of these, we vary the downlink rate require-
ments. Each channel element is assumed to be zero-mean circulary complex
symmetric Gaussian. For the case of 2 antennas, which is shown in Fig. C.2,
we see that for increasing downlink rates, the required minimum transmis-
sion power at the BS increases. For the uplink rates, we see that an increase
by a factor of 2 requires an increase in transmission power by approximately
8 dB. For the case of 3 antennas at the BS, shown in Fig. C.3, we see the same
behaviour. However, in this case, the BS has 3 antennas, which means that
it has 3 degrees of freedom in performing the zero forcing. This translates
into a decrease in minimal transmission power of about 10 dB, compared to
the 2 antenna case, when considering the same uplink and downlink rate
requirements.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have investigated solutions for addressing the network den-
sification challenge in next-generation wireless networks. We have proposed
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Fig. C.3: Case of 3 antennas at BS.
a wireless backhaul solution and provided conditions under which it can em-
ulate a wired backhaul solution, in a way that is transparent, at the physical
layer, for the end user. We have looked at two examples, with a single and
two SBSs, respectively. For a single MS we have determined the minimal
power required for emulation, while for the case of two small cells, we have
used zero forcing at the BS to spatially separate the data streams. Numerical
results were provided to show the relative performance in terms of transmis-
sion power for several uplink and downlink rates.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
Cellular networks are evolving towards dense deployment of small cells, which re-
quires flexible and efficient backhauling solutions. A viable solution that reuses the
same spectrum is wireless backhaul where the Small Base Station (SBS) acts as a
relay. In this paper we consider a reference system that uses wired backhaul and
each Mobile Station (MS) in the small cell has its uplink and downlink rates de-
fined. The central question is: if we remove the wired backhaul, how much
extra power should the wireless backhaul use in order to support the same
uplink/downlink rates? We introduce the idea of wireless-emulated wire (WEW),
based on two-way relaying and network coding. This setup leads to a new type
of broadcast problem, with decoding conditions that are specific to the requirement
for equivalence to the wired backhaul. We formulate and solve the associated opti-
mization problems. The proposed approach is a convincing argument that wireless
backhauling solutions should be designed and optimized for two-way communication.
1 Introduction
The next leap in increasing the wireless data rates for multiple users is bring-
ing the access point closer to the users and enable spatial reuse over smaller
distances. Such a network densification [1] is a key feature of the upcoming 5G
systems. The trend of densification has already started with the deployment
of femtocells (small cells). The proliferation of small cells is conditioned on
the existence of a flexible, cost-effective backhaul solution [2] between a Base
Station (BS) and a Small-cell Base Station (SBS), which can permit rapid de-
ployment of SBSs. Wired backhaul does not use spectrum, but is not always
feasible due to cost or even not possible at all, as it is the case with nomadic
cells with SBS on a car [3].
We consider a wireless backhaul link BS-SBS that uses the same spec-
trum as the link Mobile Station (MS)-SBS, such that SBS acts as an in-band
relay. During the last decade, a relay has been seen as an enabler of im-
proved coverage [4], but Wireless Network Coding (WNC) has introduced
a fresh potential by exhibiting gains in spectral efficiency for scenarios with
two-way relaying [5–7]. Perhaps the most important message of WNC is that
the design of two-way communication schemes, rather than decoupling the
uplink and downlink traffic, significantly expands the space of communica-
tion strategies and the potential gains. This has been shown in [8]. In [9],
the authors study cooperative communication strategies which use network
coding and beamforming, in a relay-aided two-source two-sink network, and
a backhaul between the sources. Rate gains are shown in the schemes using
backhaul.
The objective of this letter is to show how wired backhaul can be replaced
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by a wireless one without using additional spectrum and by reusing the exist-
ing modulation/coding over the wireless air interface. The simplest version
of the problem can be explained using Figs. D.1 and D.2. We first ignore
SBS2/MS2 and consider only two-way communication between BS and MS1
through SBS1. The system is based on Time Division Duplex (TDD) with
a time frame of duration T, such that T2 is allocated to the Downlink (DL)
and T2 to the uplink (UL) transmission, respectively. The transmission rates
of MS1 on Fig. D.1 are RD1/RU1 in DL/UL. These rates are supported by
the backhaul. The DL and UL rates averaged over the whole interval T, are(
RD1
2 ,
RU1
2
)
. The central question in this letter is: Can we remove the wired back-
haul and still support the same rate pair
(
RD1
2 ,
RU1
2
)
within the interval of length T,
without requiring any changes in the baseband of MS1? To show that this is in-
deed the case, we leverage the idea of two-way relaying with XOR-WNC and
devise a two-phase transmission. In Phase 1, BS and MS1 transmit simulta-
neously. MS1 transmits with the same power and rate RU1, as in Fig. D.1. BS
now needs to use power PB for the wireless transmission at rate RD1. Assum-
ing that RU1 is equal to the capacity of the link MS1-SBS1, then we should
ensure that SBS1 decodes the “clean” signal of MS1, without any residual
interference from the BS. Therefore, the minimal PB should allow SBS1 to
decode the signal of rate RD1 from the BS by treating the signal from MS1 as
noise, then cancel the signal from the BS and proceed to decode the signal
of rate RU1 from MS1. In Phase 2, SBS1 XORs the decoded messages and
broadcasts them to MS1 and BS, such that at the end of T, the performance
is equivalent to the wired backhaul i.e. we have obtained a wireless-emulated
wire (WEW).
This letter treats a more advanced version of the problem, where a multi-
antenna BS has two simultaneous two-way links to MS1 and MS2 through
SBS1 and SBS2, respectively. The first phase gives rise to a broadcast prob-
lem with a new type of constraint, since each SBSi needs to remove all the
interference from the BS before decoding the signal from MSi. This is differ-
ent from the conditions in standard broadcast or interference channels and
we propose a new transmission technique in order to address the problem.
Although the letter treats the case of only L = 2 two-way links, the approach
can be generalized to an arbitrary number of two-way links.
2 System Model and Scheme Description
The wired scenario is shown in Fig. D.1, and the wireless in Fig. D.2. Here,
MSi is connected to SBSi through the channel hMi ∈ C, while SBSi is con-
nected to BS by wire. For convenience, we denote the wireless channel from
BS to SBSi by h∗i ∈ C[2M×1], where (·)∗ is complex conjugation. All channels
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Fig. D.1: (a) A reference system with two small cells. (b) The transmissions in the uplink
and downlink; only the wireless transmissions are depicted, the transmissions over the wired
backhaul are taking place in parallel.
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serve two-way traffic flow of the MS.
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Fig. D.3: The three transmission methods considered in this paper. In (a), the BS transmits to the
SBSs using ZF. In (b), the BS broadcasts the concatenated data to both SBSs. The WEW is shown
in (c), wherein the BS transmits data using both ZF, and the common beamforming.
are reciprocal and constant through the entire transmission. MSi and SBSi
are single-antenna nodes, while BS has 2M antennas. BS transmits at power
PB, SBSi at PSi, and MSi at PMi. All nodes are half-duplex, and full Channel
State Information is assumed. The small cells are spatially separated, causing
negligible interference to each other.
The bandwidth-normalized capacity of the link is C(γ) = log2(1 + γ),
where γ is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). Denoting the noise power by σ2,
in the wired case we can define the UL and the DL SNR as γUi =
PMi |hMi |2
σ2
and γDi =
PSi |hMi |2
σ2
, respectively. The uplink and the downlink rates, chosen
for the wired backhaul, are equal to the capacity RUi = C(γUi) and RDi =
C(γDi), respectively. In order to preserve equivalent rates for the MSi, the
parameters from the wired backhaul case that are kept to be identical for the
wireless backhaul are hMi, PMi, as well as the rates RUi and RDi.
Our WEW scheme is designed to benefit from two transmission options
at the BS. A natural choice is to use Zero Forcing (ZF) beamforming at the
BS and send data to the two SBSs through two orthogonal spatial channels.
Each SBSi receives only its intended message from the BS. This is shown in
Fig. D.3(a), where message 1 is sent to SBS1, and message 2 to SBS2. Because
the message sent by ZF is received only by the intended SBS, it is referred
to as a private message. This terminology is inspired by the Han-Kobayashi
scheme in interference channels [10], but the reader should note that our
setup is completely different.
ZF beamforming is detrimental when the channel is ill-conditioned, re-
sulting in noise enhancement at low SNR. A viable alternative could be
MMSE beamforming; however it cannot be used as it leaves a residual in-
terference at the SBS that cannot be decoded, hence violating our condition
that MS should be able to send to SBS over a “clean” channel as with wired
backhaul. In the extreme case where the channels h1 and h2 are collinear, a
better solution is to send a common message that is broadcasted to both re-
ceivers, see Fig. D.3(b): the data bits of the two messages are concatenated
at the BS into a common message, which is then encoded. Both SBSs must
decode this common message in its entirety, and therefore remove its contri-
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bution before decoding the UL signal.
In WEW, the BS splits the message for each MS into a private and common
part, see Fig. D.3(c). The private part is sent using ZF. The common parts
of the messages to both MSs are concatenated and sent using a common
beam. SBS1 must decode the private message 1 (gray narrow beams) and the
common message (wide patterned beam). SBS2 is treated analogously. The
transmission is carried out in two phases.
Phase 1
The BS transmits the downlink message for MSi, to SBSi at rate RDi. The
message consists of NRDi bits, where N is the total number of channel uses
in a slot. The message is split into a private data containing NαiRDi bits and
a common data containing N(1− αi)RDi bits, where 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2 is
the splitting factor that is subject to optimization. We define the private rate
RPi = αiRDi and the common rate RCi = (1− αi) RDi. The common data
parts for both users are concatenated in order to obtain a single common
message consisting of N(RC1 + RC2) = NRC bits. Each of the three messages,
two private and one common, are now encoded separately, using random
Gaussian codebooks with appropriate rates, such that the signal sent by the
BS is:
xB =
√
P1w1x1 +
√
P2w2x2 +wCxC, (D.1)
where xi is private message for MSi with rate RPi, and xC is the common
message with rate RC. The private message is sent using power Pi. The
beamformers wi ∈ C[2M×1] are defined using the ZF condition, i.e. they
must satisfy hHi wj = 0, i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j. For the two-stream case, wi =
(I2M − (h∗j hHj )/|hj|2)h∗i , for i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j [11]. Here I2M is the 2M × 2M
identity matrix and (·)H is Hermitian transpose. For analytical convenience,
wi is normalized. The beamformer wC ∈ C[2M×1] is used for the common
message, sent at power PC = ‖wC‖2, and is found in Sec. 3.
Simultaneously, MSi transmits xMi. SBSi then receives
ySi =hHi xB + hMixMi + zSi
=hHi
√
Piwixi + hHi wCxC + hMixMi + zSi, (D.2)
where we use the ZF condition and zSi is the AWGN at SBSi.
Phase 2
After SBSi has decoded the private and the common message, it recreates
the original message for MSi, computes the XOR of that message and the
message decoded from the MSi and broadcasts the result. BS, MS1 and MS2
decode the signal sent by their respective SBSi and apply XOR to recover the
desired message from the broadcasted message.
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3 Optimization Problems
We first look at the minimization of the the transmit power at the BS, subject
to the given UL/DL rate constraints. The variables are the powers Pi for the
ZF beamformers, the common beamformer wC and its power ‖wC‖2, as well
as the splitting factors αi, for i = 1, 2.
For the constraints, we have a Multiple Access Channel (MAC) region at
each SBSi, involving the rates RPi, RCi and their sum. Formally, this is a 3-
user MAC channel with a three-dimensional achievable region. However, xi
is sent at a rate equal to the single-user capacity, i.e. RUi = C(γUi), which
determines a specific two-dimensional sub-region of the three-dimensional
MAC region. Then the constraints not involving RUi can be dropped, since
they will be fulfilled if the corresponding constraints with RUi are fulfilled.
The UL message is treated as noise when decoding xi and xC. Writing γPi =
Pi |hHi wi |2
σ2(1+γUi)
, γCi =
|hHi wC |2
σ2(1+γUi)
and αi = 1− αi, and recalling RPi = αiRDi and
RCi = αiRDi, the optimization problem is:
minimize
Pi ,wC ,αi
P1 + P2 + ‖wC‖2
subject to αiRDi ≤ C (γPi)
α1RD1 + α2RD2 ≤ C (γCi)
αiRDi + α1RD1 + α2RD2 ≤ C (γPi + γCi)
Pi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2.
Let us define β1i = σ2
(
2RPi − 1) (1+ γMi), β2i = σ2 (2RC − 1) (1+ γMi), and
β3i = σ
2 (2RPi+RC − 1) (1+ γMi). The problem then becomes
minimize
Pi ,wC ,αi
P1 + P2 + ‖wC‖2
subject to β1i ≤ Pi|hHi wi|2
β2i ≤ |hHi wC|2
β3i ≤ Pi|hHi wi|2 + |hHi wC|2
Pi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2
The second and third constraints are not convex and we rewrite the prob-
lem using Semidefinite Programming (SDP) [12]. Let Hi = hihHi and WC =
wCwHC . We can write ‖wC‖2 = Tr
(
wCwHC
)
= Tr (WC), where Tr is the trace
of a matrix. Also, |hHi wC|2 = Tr
(
hihHi wCw
H
C
)
= Tr (HiWC). The problem is
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then rewritten to
minimize
Pi ,WC ,αi
P1 + P2 + Tr (WC)
subject to β1i ≤ Pi|hHi wi|2
β2i ≤ Tr (HiWC)
β3i ≤ Pi|hHi wi|2 + Tr (HiWC)
WC  0, Rank (WC) = 1
Pi ≥ 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, i = 1, 2.
The constraint WC  0 means that WC is positive semidefinite. This prob-
lem is not convex because of the rank one constraint [12]. By dropping this
constraint, we obtain a lower bound on the objective, since the feasible set is
enlargened. This problem can then be solved using SDP. Given the solution
WC, we write it as WC = λ1v1vH1 + λ2v2v
H
2 , where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0 are the eigen-
values of WC, with corresponding eigenvectors v1, v2. When the solution WC
is rank 1 (λ2 = 0), the solution is then wC =
√
λ1v1. Otherwise (λ2 6= 0), we
approximate the solution by
√
λ1v1, provided it is feasible. If it is not,
√
λ1v1
is scaled to make it feasible.
We now look at the minimal transmission power of SBS. The total trans-
mission power of the SBSs is PS1 + PS2 in the wired case. For simplicity,
assume that for the wired backhaul, PS1 = PS2 = PS, while for the wire-
less backhaul the power of SBSi is ηiPS, where ηi ≥ 1, such that the extra
power compared to the wired case is (η1 − 1)PS + (η2 − 1)PS. When both
SBSs transmit to the BS, the rate region at the BS is a two-sender Single-Input
Multiple-Output MAC. The problem is then
minimize
η1,η2
η1 + η2
subject to RD1 ≤ log2
∣∣∣I2M + η1PS1H1/σ2∣∣∣
RD2 ≤ log2
∣∣∣I2M + η2PS2H2/σ2∣∣∣
RD1 + RD2
≤ log2
∣∣∣I2M + (η1PS1H1 + η2PS2H2)/σ2∣∣∣
η1 ≥ 1, η2 ≥ 1.
where |X| = det (X) and with extra power PS(η1 + η2 − 2).
4 Numerical Results
The performance of WEW is demonstrated in this section. We assume that
h1, h2 are Rayleigh faded. We set M = 1, so the BS has two antennas. The op-
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Fig. D.4: Comparison of minimum transmission power at BS, for the methods considered in this
work.
timization problems in Sec. 3 are solved using the optimization software CVX.
RUi and RDi are set as simulation parameters and we assume RU1 = RU2 and
RD1 = RD2. The results are averaged over 1000 channel realisations. The
bandwidth is normalized to 1 Hz. In the simulations, the common beam-
former is obtained using the approximation described in Sec. 3. In practically
all cases, WC is rank 1, so we can extract the solution
√
λ1v1 directly.
In Fig. D.4, we compare WEW to using only ZF, only common beam,
and random selection of the splitting factors. We set RUi = 1 bps, and vary
RDi between 1 and 10 bps. It is observed that WEW has an advantage of
about 6 dBm over the other methods, in a large part of the range. Also, the
optimization of α1 and α2 results in a gain over random selection. It can be
noted that there is a crossing point when RDi = 4 bps. For lower rates, the
common beamformer has better performance, while ZF is better for higher
rates. This is because ZF beamforming has an advantage at high SNRs, since
low rate requirements translate into low SNR requirements. In Fig. D.5, the
results of the power optimization of SBS is shown. We assume that the SBS-
BS channels are statistically equal to the MS-SBS channels. As expected, the
required extra power increases with the rate of the XORed packet, as it now
needs also to be sent to the BS.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed Wireless-Emulated Wire (WEW), a concept
that enables efficient wireless backhaul for two-way traffic. At the Base Sta-
tion (BS), our scheme leverages on transmitting data to the Mobile Stations
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Fig. D.5: Total additional power required at the SBSs in phase 2.
(MSs) by partitioning it into a private and common part, that should be de-
coded by the respective Small BS (SBS). We formulated an optimization prob-
lem to find the minimal transmission power at the BS, given the rates of the
wired backhaul. Due to nonconvexity, the problem was relaxed and a lower
bound on the required power was found. We have also investigated the ad-
ditional power required at each SBS to support wireless backhaul. The WEW
concept opens up further challenges in resource allocation when more than
two MSs are considered.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
In this letter we consider emulation of a Full Duplex (FD) cellular base statiosubn
(BS) by using two spatially separated and coordinated half duplex (HD) BSs. The
proposed system is termed CoMPflex (CoMP for In-Band Wireless Full Duplex)
and at a given instant it serves two HD mobile stations (MSs), one in the uplink
and one in the downlink, respectively. We evaluate the performance of our scheme by
using a geometric extension of the one-dimensional Wyner model, which takes into
account the distances between the devices. The results show that CoMPflex leads to
gains in terms of sum-rate and energy efficiency with respect to the ordinary FD, as
well as with respect to a baseline scheme based on unidirectional traffic.
1 Introduction
5G wireless systems are expected to have a large number of Base Stations
(BSs) per unit area [1]. The inter-BS connections lay the ground to use cooper-
ative techniques, commonly referred to as Coordinated Multi-Point (CoMP) [2].
Another important wireless trend is the use of in-band full-duplex (FD) wire-
less transceivers [3], expected to lead to a two-fold spectral efficiency gain [4].
The key challenge in FD is the high transceiver complexity, required to cope
with the strong self-interference induced by the downlink (DL) transmission
path into the uplink (UL) receiving path [3]. The high transceiver complexity
will likely make the FD feasible only for the BS, while a Mobile Station (MS)
will remain half-duplex (HD), but the system can still harvest the FD gain by
scheduling at least two different MSs, as shown in Fig. E.1(c).
Traditionally, UL and DL are treated in isolation, i.e. all MSs have only
DL or only UL traffic, see Fig. E.1(a). The advent of FD has shifted the
focus towards two-way optimization of wireless networks [5]. This leads to
two transmission modes, as the one depicted on Fig. E.1(b), while in the
second mode the roles are reversed (MS1 transmits and MS2 receives). In
Fig. E.1(b) HD-BS1 sends the signal xD1 in the DL to MS1, while HD-BS2
receives xU2 in the UL from MS2. HD-BS2 receives interference from HD-BS1,
while MS1 receives interference from MS2. However, HD-BS1 can use the
high-bandwidth wired connection to HD-BS2 to send the data of xD1 to HD-
BS2, such that HD-BS2 can recreate xD1 and perfectly cancel the interference
from HD-BS1. Note that xU2 remains as interference to MS1, but it could be
mitigated via e.g. scheduling. The setting on Fig. E.1(b) operates equivalently
as a single FD-BS, see Fig. E.1(c). With Time Division Duplexing (TDD), the
roles of MS1 and MS2 are reversed in the next transmission slot, thus serving
both MSs two-way.
The previous example constitutes the main proposal of this letter: use the
CoMP infrastructure, with interconnected HD-BSs, in order to obtain a dis-
tributed FD implementation, termed CoMPflex (CoMP for in-band full duplex).
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Fig. E.1: (a) Baseline scheme for UL; (b) The proposed CoMPflex scheme; (c) FD transmission.
Solid arrows denote signals, dashed arrows denote interference, the double line is a wired con-
nection.
In traditional CoMP, the BSs cooperate to serve the MSs either in DL or in
UL, but not both simultaneously. The price of the performance gains of tra-
ditional CoMP over the non-cooperative schemes is the complex processing
of interference using, e.g. dirty paper coding. Different from that, CoMPflex
is a way to get performance gains over non-cooperative schemes, without
complicated processing at the BSs. Note that the channel between two dif-
ferent BS is static, such that it can be easily estimated. Assuming a sufficient
wired bandwidth between the HD-BSs, CoMPflex serves simultaneously two
terminals that have opposite (UL/DL) connections. The ordinary FD is a
special case of CoMPflex where the HD-BSs are at a distance zero. CoMPflex
brings four advantages: (i) the coupling losses between the antennas associ-
ated with each path are mitigated; (ii) the self-interference coming from the
DL transmission is now within the same order of magnitude as the UL signal,
reducing the need for a high dynamic range receiver; and (iii) the reduction
of the distance between the cellular devices and HD-BS, which leads to po-
tential energy savings [6] both at the device and network side, and (iv) the
separated transmitter and receiver of the HD-BSs can bring the infrastruc-
ture closer to the MSs, resulting in rate gains and decrease in interference.
We will show that such a separation is also beneficial for a traditional setting
with unidirectional traffic. In this way, CoMPflex brings a two-part gain over
traditional non-cooperative schemes: (1) by an optimal spatial separation be-
tween the HD-BSs; and (2) serving the MSs with bidirectional traffic jointly
instead of unidirectional traffic. Our analysis is based on the classical Wyner
model [7], enriched to capture the geometric setting of CoMPflex and allow
for studying the effect of varying the distance between the connected BSs.
A scheme similar to CoMPflex has been considered in [8]. In that work,
the authors only consider the UL-DL traffic pattern, while the distances be-
tween the devices are not studied. Different from [8], we analyze the effect
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Fig. E.2: System model for CoMPflex, (a): The center cell and two adjacent cells, one to the left
(L) and one to the right (R), with x ∈ {L, R}; (b): The worst case situation of transmitting BSs
and MSs from neighboring cells.
of varying the BS-BS distance, and compare to a scheme using a FD-BS.
2 System Model
Our system model is perhaps the simplest one where the gain of CoMPflex
can be demonstrated. It is based on an one-dimensional Wyner model, as
shown in Fig. E.2a, where the cells have radius R.1 The figure shows a 1-tier
interference model, but it can be extended to several interfering tiers. In the
center cell, there is either one FD-BS placed at the cell center (corresponding
to ρ = 0), or two HD-BSs, one for DL placed in the left half of the cell, and
one UL placed in the right half (corresponding to ρ > 0). Both HD-BSs have
the same distance ρ to the cell center. We assume a sufficient number of
active users in the cell, so that one DL-MS in the left half and one UL-MS
in the right half can always be scheduled. The DL-MS is placed uniformly
at random at position v in the left half of the cell, and the UL-MS is placed
uniformly at random at position u in the right half of the cell.
In the baseline scheme, the BSs and MSs are deployed as in CoMPflex,
except that the traffic is bidirectional in CoMPflex and unidirectional in the
baseline. In the baseline scheme the BSs are not cooperating, which is suffi-
cient to show the effect of using bidirectional versus unidirectional traffic. In
both schemes, the positions of the nodes in the interfering cells depend on
the interference model, see Sec. 2.2.
2.1 Signal Model
We explain the signal model for CoMPflex only; the one for the baseline
scheme can be derived from it. In Fig. E.2a, wireless channels are indicated
as arrows showing the transmission direction: a solid line for signal and a
dashed line for interference. For clarity, only the links relevant to the center
cell are shown. All channels are Rayleigh faded with unit mean power. The
1Here we treat the 1-D scenario. Obviously, the analysis can be extended to 2-D and 3-D
models, but this is out of the scope for this introductory article.
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pathloss2 is modeled as `(d) = (1 + |d|)−α, where d is the distance from
the transmitter to the receiver and α is the path loss exponent. The system
bandwidth is normalized to 1 Hz. All nodes use the same frequency. We
assume Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), with power σ2. Finally, we
assume full channel state information at all nodes.
The distance between BS and UL-MS is |u− ρ|, and between DL-MS and
BS, |v− ρ|. We restrict ρ to [0, R/2], since ρ > R/2 would allow the MS to be
closer to an interfering BS. In the UL, the signal received at the BS, yB, is
yB = hMB`(ρ− u) 12 xM + IB + zB
where xM is the symbol sent from MS and zB is the AWGN at the BS. The
term hMB denotes the channel from the MS to the BS. IB = IBB + IMB is
the interference from BSs (IBB) and MSs (IMB) in the neighboring cells (see
Appendix). Then
γU(ρ, u) =
PM(ρ)gMB`(ρ− u)
σ2 + IB
(E.1)
is the UL SINR, where PM = |xM|2, gMB = |hMB|2 and IB = |IB|2 is the
received interference power at the BS.
The DL-MS receives the signal yM,
yM = hBM`(ρ− v) 12 xB + hMM`(u + v) 12 xM + IM + zM
where xB is the signal sent from BS, hBM and hMM denote respectively the
channels between BS and MS, and the intra-cell channel between the MSs.
IM = IBM + IMM is the interference from the BSs (IBM) and the users (IMM)
in neighboring cells given in the Appendix, and zM is the AWGN at the MS.
The DL SINR is
γD(ρ, u, v)=
PB(ρ)gBM`(ρ− v)
PM(ρ)gMM`(u + v)+ IM+σ2
(E.2)
where PB = |xB|2, gBM = |hBM|2, gMM = |hMM|2 and IM = |IM|2 is the
received interference power at the MS.
2.2 Power Adjustment and Inter-Cell Interference Models
The core of CoMPflex is in bringing the MSs and BSs closer to each other,
therefore it is natural to allow them to adjust their transmission power ac-
cordingly. This transmission power is computed based on the required power
received at either the BS, PreqB , and the MS, P
req
M , when the MS is placed at the
2An offset equal to 1 is added to avoid a singularity when d = 0.
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cell edge. The required powers are defined in Sec. 4. We denote the ad-
justed power as PB(ρ) and PM(ρ), for the BS and MS respectively, which is
computed as:
Preqy ≤ Px(ρ)`(R− ρ)⇔ Px(ρ) ≥ Preqy `(R− ρ)−1,
given a required cell edge rate Rx0 and a corresponding outage probability
ε, where x, y ∈ {B, M}. It can be shown that the required power received at
y, is Preqy = − (2
Rx0−1)σ2
log(1−ε)`(R) . Finally, in Sec. 4 we will also evaluate the constant
power case, where PB = PB(ρ = 0) and PM = PM(ρ = 0).
We consider two inter-cell interference models when assessing the perfor-
mance of CoMPflex and the baseline. In the first model, for both CoMPflex
and the baseline, nodes in the interfering cells follow the same deployment
pattern as the center cell, with one FD-BS or two HD-BSs placed at distance ρ
from the center of the cell. The setup is shown in Fig. E.2a, and the expression
of the interference is shown in the Appendix.
The second model is the worst-case interference, see Fig. E.2b, where the
transmitting BSs and MSs are indicated by dashed arrows. In each cell, the
interfering BSs and MSs are placed as close to the center cell as possible, since
we want maximum interference at the center cell. For the cell to the left, the
worst-case position of the interfering BS is at ρ = 0 (the center of its cell) and
the MS at the cell edge. For the cell to the right, the worst-case position of the
interfering BS is when ρ = R/2 (maximal) and the MS is at the cell center.
These worst-case scenarios are not formally proved due to lack of space.
3 Analysis
In this section we show that a nonzero ρ will benefit the performance in terms
of sum-rate and energy efficiency.
The sum-rate Rsum(ρ) is given by
Rsum(ρ) = log2 (1+ γU(ρ)) + log2 (1+ γD(ρ))
= log2 (1+ γU(ρ) + γD(ρ) + γU(ρ) · γD(ρ)) .
For analytical tractability we consider stationary conditions: (i) the chan-
nel gains of all links are unitary, i.e. gx = 1; (ii) the inter-cell interference
comes from the nearest cell tier; (iii) the interfering MSs are at their average
positions; and (iv) we fix the MSs in the center cell at the positions u and v.
Proposition 1. In stationary conditions the following two statements hold:
• ∀ρ ∈ [0, v] in the DL, we have γD(u, v, 0) ≤ γD(u, v, ρ);
• ∀ρ ∈ [0, u] in the UL, we have γU(u, 0) ≤ γU(u, ρ).
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Proof. We only sketch the proof of the first statement; the second one is sim-
ilar. The proof is done by analyzing the derivative of the DL SINR, which
is denoted γD(u, v, ρ) =
S(v,ρ)
I(u,v,ρ)+zM
, with respect to ρ. Here the DL signal is
S(v, ρ) and the DL interference is I(u, v, ρ). Then from the rule of differenti-
ating a quotient, we only look at the numerator of this derivative, since the
denominator is squared. The DL signal is S(v, ρ) = PB(ρ)`(R − ρ) and the
DL interference is
I(u, v, ρ) = (1+ R− ρ)α ·
[
PreqM `(2R + ρ− v)
+ PreqM `(2R + ρ− v) + PreqB `(1+ 3R/2− v)
+ PreqB `(1+ 5R/2+ v) + P
req
B `(u + v)
]
.
The numerator of ∂∂ργ(ρ) equals
∂
∂ρ
S(v, ρ)(I(u, v, ρ) + zM)− ∂∂ρ (I(u, v, ρ) + zM)S(v, ρ).
For ρ ∈ [0, v], the derivative of S(v, ρ) is
∂
∂ρ
S(v, ρ) = PreqM α(1+ R− ρ)α−1(1+ v− ρ)−α
·
(
−1+ (1+ R− ρ)(1+ v− ρ)−1
)
,
which is positive since −1 + (1 + R − ρ)(1 + v − ρ)−1 > 0. The derivative
∂
∂ρ I(u, v, ρ) equals
∂
∂ρ
(1+ R− ρ)α I(u, v, ρ) + (1+ R− ρ)α ∂
∂ρ
I(u, v, ρ)
− α(1+ R− ρ)α−1 I(u, v, ρ) + (1+ R− ρ)α ∂
∂ρ
I(u, v, ρ).
It can be shown that ∂∂ρ I(u, v, ρ) < 0. Using the fact that S(v, ρ) > 0,
∂
∂ρS(v, ρ) > 0 and I(u, v, ρ) + zMS > 0, we can conclude that
∂
∂ργD(ρ) >
0, ∀ρ ∈ [0, v]
Corollary 1. In stationary conditions, ∀ρ ∈ [0, min{u, v}],
γU(0) · γD(0) ≤ γU(ρ) · γD(ρ).
From Prop. 1 and Cor. 1, we can conclude that the sum-rate Rsum(ρ), increases
for ρ ∈ [0, min{u, v}].
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The energy efficiency EE is defined as the amount of bits transmitted per
unit of energy [9]. It is given by
EE(ρ) =
Rsum(ρ)
PB(ρ) + PM(ρ)
. (E.3)
CoMPflex improves the EE, both due to increased sum-rate and lower trans-
mission power as functions of ρ.
4 Performance Results
We evaluate the sum-rate and EE of CoMPflex via numerical simulations.
The main simulation settings are listed in Tab. E.1. The positions of the MSs
are random and uniform over their half-cell, all links have fading and we
include N interfering cell tiers both to the left and right.
Table E.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Description Simulation Setting
R Cell radius 100 m
σ2 Noise power at MS and BS −174 dBm
α Path loss exponent 3, 4, 5
N Number of interfering cells 10
RU0 Required UL rate 0.03 bps [10, Ch.11]
RD0 Required DL rate 0.06 bps [10, Ch.11]
ε Cell edge outage probability 0.1
The sum-rate performance results are shown in Fig. E.3. We compare the
proposed CoMPflex scheme with the baseline, using both deployments de-
picted in Figs.E.2a and E.2b, the latter denoted as the worst-case interference.
Since the baseline serves unidirectional traffic over the entire transmission
phase, we need two such phases to serve two-way traffic to the MSs. There-
fore, the sum-rate is RU+RD2 , where RU is the total UL rate and RD is the total
DL rate. We also depict the results for ρ = 0 (no splitting) for CoMPflex (or-
dinary FD) and the baseline. The performance of CoMPflex is almost always
better than the baseline. Also, in both interference deployments, there is a
benefit in increasing ρ. This confirms the conclusions from Sec. 3, but now
with more realistic conditions. We also see that the difference between the
sum-rate when using constant power versus power adjustment is negligible,
such that power adjustment is chiefly beneficial for higher EE. It is also inter-
esting that there is a gain in sum-rate both from splitting the BSs, as well as
using the CoMPflex scheme instead of the baseline, even in the worst case.
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Fig. E.3: Sum-rate comparison of CoMPflex and baseline, comparing worst-case with simulation,
where α = 4.
To evaluate the EE gains of CoMPflex, we normalize the achieved EE at a
certain ρ with the EE when ρ = 0 (Fig.E.1c). The normalized EE is:
η(ρ) =
EE(ρ)
EE(ρ = 0)
. (E.4)
We also look at the total transmission power Psum(ρ) = PB(ρ) + PM(ρ), and
study how it depends on ρ. These curves, along with the normalized EE, are
shown in Fig. E.4, where we see that the total transmission power decreases
as ρ increases. This is to be expected since the distance between a MS and its
serving BS is decreased, requiring less power is used to maintain the same
performance. The combination of a lower required transmission power with
a higher sum-rate results in the observed dramatic increase in EE, especially
when ρ tends to R/2. This increase is further accentuated in propagation
environments with higher α values.
5 Conclusion
We have shown that the proposed CoMPflex scheme allows emulation of in-
band FD operation by spatially dislocating the UL and DL traffic into two
HD-BSs. Our results show that this splitting leads to a substantial increase
in sum-rate as well as an EE increase ranging from 15× to 45× for high BSs
splitting distance and increasing path-loss exponents. This initial study uses
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a simple model, but the gains and the insights obtained warrant further anal-
ysis that relies on more complex models, such as the ones based on stochastic
geometry.
6 Appendix
Using Fig. E.2, the distances between the MS in the nth cell and the receiving
BS are
d(n)MB,L = 2nR− un,L + ρ, d(n)MB,R = 2nR + un,R − ρ,
for the left (L) and right (R) cell respectively. un,L and un,R describe the same
distances as u and v in the left and right interfering cells. The BS-MS, BS-BS
and MS-MS distances are, respectively,
d(n)BM,L = 2nR + ρ− v, d(n)BM,R = 2nR− ρ+ v,
d(n)BB,L = 2nR + 2ρ, d
(n)
BB,R = 2nR− 2ρ,
d(n)MM,L = 2nR− un,L − v, d(n)MM,R = 2nR + un,R + v,
where the random variables u, v, un,L and un,R are independent. In the worst-
case scenario (Fig. E.2b), the MS-BS, BS-MS, BS-BS and MS-MS distances are,
respectively,
d(n),wcMB,L = 2nR− R + ρ, d(n),wcMB,R = 2nR− ρ,
d(n),wcBM,L = 2nR− v, d(n),wcBM,R = 2nR− R/2+ v,
d(n),wcBB,L = 2nR + ρ, d
(n),wc
BB,R = 2nR− R/2− ρ,
d(n),wcMM,L = 2nR− R− v, d(n),wcMM,R = 2nR + v.
Letting ψ ∈ {MB, BM, BB, MM}, and h(n)ψ,ϕ, ϕ ∈ {L, R} the channel between a
node in the nth cell and the receiver, the interference terms are then
Iψ =
∞
∑
n=1
[
h(n)ψ,L
√
`(d(n)ψ,L)x
(n)
L + h
(n)
ψ,R
√
`(d(n)ψ,R)x
(n)
R
]
, (E.5)
where x(n)L and x
(n)
R are symbols sent from appropriate nodes.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
A Full Duplex Base Station (FD-BS) can be used to serve simultaneously two Half-
Duplex (HD) Mobile Stations (MSs), one working in the uplink and one in the
downlink, respectively. The same functionality can be realized by having two inter-
connected and spatially separated Half Duplex Base Stations (HD-BSs), which is a
scheme termed CoMPflex (CoMP for In-Band Wireless Full Duplex). A FD-BS can
be seen as a special case of CoMPflex with separation distance zero. In this paper
we study the performance of CoMPflex in a two-dimensional cellular scenario using
stochastic geometry and compare it to the one achieved by FD-BSs. By deriving the
Cumulative Distribution Functions, we show that CoMPflex brings BSs closer to the
MSs they are serving, while increasing the distance between a MS and interfering
MSs. Furthermore, the results show that CoMPflex brings benefits over FD-BS in
terms of communication reliability. Following the trend of wireless network densi-
fication, CoMPflex can be regarded as a method with a great potential to effectively
use the dense HD deployments.
1 Introduction
As the wireless cellular networks evolve towards the 5G generation, it is
expected that the number of Base Stations (BSs) per area will noticeably
increase [1], leading to network densification. The availability of multiple
proximate and interconnected BSs leads to the usage cooperative transmis-
sion/reception techniques, commonly referred to as Coordinated Multi-Point
(CoMP) [2]. Motivated by these recent trends, a transmission scheme for
serving bidirectional traffic simultaneously via spatially separated HD-BSs
was investigated in [3]. The scheme emulates Full Duplex (FD) operation
using two interconnected HD-BSs, and is termed CoMPflex: CoMP for In-
Band Wireless Full-Duplex. In the initial work, the performance was ana-
lyzed through a simplified one-dimensional Wyner-type deployment model.
CoMPflex can be seen as a generalization of FD, where a FD BS corresponds
to CoMPflex with interconnection distance zero. We show that the nonzero
separation distance in CoMPflex brings two benefits: (i) The distance between
a BS and its associated Mobile Stations (MSs) decreases; and (ii) the distance
between two interfering MSs increases. This translates into improved trans-
mission success probability in uplink (UL) and downlink (DL).
The use of in-band FD wireless transceivers [4] has recently received sig-
nificant attention. However, due to the high transceiver complexity, FD is
currently only feasible at the network infrastructure side [5] and the MSs
keep the HD transceiver mode. An in-band FD BS can serve one UL and
one DL MSs simultaneously, on the same frequency. Other approaches to FD
emulation by HD devices have been studied in the literature, such as hav-
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Fig. F.1: CoMPflex system model.
ing the transmissions in UL and DL (partially) overlap in time. That is, the
UL and DL time slots, which conventionally should take place at separate
time intervals, are now overlapping, an approach used by the Rapid On-Off
Division Duplexing (RODD) in [6]. The authors of [7] consider the physical
UL and DL channels themselves, and have them overlap. Compared to these
approaches, CoMPflex takes advantage of the spatial dimensions in a cellular
network.
In this paper, we treat CoMPflex in a two-dimensional scenario, with pla-
nar deployment of interconnected HD-BSs. Following the trend in the lit-
erature for modeling spatial randomness of network nodes, we analyze the
performance using the tools of stochastic geometry. Stochastic geometry has
been used in many papers in the literature to model the placement of net-
work nodes, including FD capable ones as in [8]. The setup of CoMPflex
is shown in Fig. F.1, where one HD-BS working in the UL cooperates via a
wired connection (double dashed line) with another HD-BS that operates in
the DL. The solid arrows indicate signals; the dashed arrows interference.
Two interfering cells are also shown, and the boundaries between them are
indicated by dotted lines. Using the interconnection link, the interference
from the DL-BS to the UL-BS is perfectly canceled. Note that, for the sake of
clarity, not all interference from neighboring cells is shown.
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2 System Model
We consider a scenario where HD-BSs serve HD-MSs with bidirectional traf-
fic. We assume Rayleigh fading with unit mean power. The power of the
channel between nodes i and j is written gij, and from the assumption of
Rayleigh fading we have gij ∼ Exp(1).1 The distance between nodes i and j
is written as rij. We use the pathloss model `(r) = r−α, where α is the path
loss exponent. We assume Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with
power σ2. Full channel state information is assumed at all nodes. The default
transmission power of a BS and MS is PB and PM, respectively.
2.1 Deployment Assumptions
We assume that the BSs are deployed according to a Poisson Point Process
(PPP) ΦC with intensity λC. The i−th BS located at xi ∈ R2, defines a Voronoi
region V(xi),
V(xi) =
{
x ∈ R2 | ‖x− xi‖ ≤ ‖x− xj‖, j 6= i
}
, (F.1)
where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean distance. This region consists of those points x
in R2 that are closer to the BS at xi than any other BS. From this definition,
the intersection of any two Voronoi regions V(xi) and V(xj) is empty, when
i 6= j. This concept will be important when we consider the MS association in
Subsec. 2.3. We assume that the Voronoi tessellation determines the rule by
which the MS associates with the BS, both for DL and UL, and further that,
at a specific time, only one MS randomly located in a Voronoi cell is active.
2.2 BS Pairing
As stated previously, in CoMPflex we assume that all nodes are HD. We
define a CoMPflex pair as two adjacent and connected HD-BSs, one serving
UL and the other DL traffic. The algorithm for pairing the BSs works as
follows:
Given a deployment ΦC, we consider a finite observation window with
dimensions s km (i.e. of size s2 km2), and choose a BS at random in this
window. We then list all the unpaired neighbors of this BS, and choose one of
those randomly. These two BSs are then considered to be a CoMPflex pair.
The algorithm then proceeds to the other unpaired BSs, and pairs the adjacent
ones that are unpaired. The BS closest to the origin is called the typical BS.
Fig. F.2(a) shows one instance of the algorithm, where the CoMPflex pairs are
indicated by bold lines between the corresponding BSs (shown as triangles
in the figure). In each CoMPflex pair, one BS is assigned either UL or DL
1 The notation g ∼ Exp(µ), means that g is exponentially distributed with parameter µ.
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Fig. F.2: Snapshot of network deployments. In the CoMPflex deployment, each bold line indi-
cates a CoMPflex pair.
randomly with probability 0.5 for each. The other BS is assigned the opposite
traffic direction. Given a MS i, the BS serving that MS is denoted by B(i). The
algorithm terminates when it is no longer possible to pair any BSs. By the
rule of pairing, in any CoMPflex pair the two BSs must have adjacent Voronoi
regions. Therefore, any BS whose Voronoi region is surrounded by Voronoi
regions that belong to paired BSs remains unpaired. We assign the unpaired
BSs either as UL or DL at random, with probability 0.5 for each.
After the BS pairing, all BSs have been assigned either UL or DL. Since
BSs are assigned either UL or DL at random, on average half of the BSs are
UL, the other half, DL. We have λC = λC,U + λC,D, where λC,U is the density
of the CoMPflex UL-BSs, and λC,D the density of the CoMPflex DL-BSs.
We recall that given a PPP Φ with intensity λ, we can define a new pro-
cess by independently selecting each point in Φ with probability p, resulting
in a thinned PPP Φ′ with intensity pλ. We approximate the point processes
of UL-BSs and DL-BSs as independent thinned PPPs. This is only an approx-
imation, as from the algorithm it follows that the selection of DL/UL is not
independent, since a DL-BS must be adjacent to a UL-BS.
2.3 User Association and Scheduling
Given the Voronoi regions defined by the BS deployment, the MS in a given
region is scheduled to be served by the BS corresponding to that region. By
the definition of a Voronoi region, a MS is associated to one unique BS. More
specifically, for every Voronoi region V(xi) one MS is attached to this BS. The
position of the MS is chosen uniformly at random in the region. The traffic
direction of the MS is matched to the corresponding BS, i.e. if the BS is UL,
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then the MS has UL traffic, similarly for DL.
A snapshot of the deployment and pairing of BSs, along with the associ-
ated UL and DL MSs, is shown in Fig. F.2(a).
2.4 Full Duplex Baseline Scheme
In the FD baseline scheme, the BSs are deployed according to a PPP ΦF with
intensity λF = 0.5λC. In each Voronoi region, one UL MS and one DL MS is
served. The location of the two MSs attached to BS i at location xi is chosen
uniformly at random inside the Voronoi region V(xi) of the BS. The two MSs
are assumed to be HD devices. Note that in this setting, the number of MSs
is the same as that of CoMPflex, since each FD BS serves two MSs.
3 Signal Model
The UL signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at BS B(i) is
γB(i) =
gi,B(i)`(ri,B(i))PM
IψB(i) + I
ϕ
B(i) + σ
2
. (F.2)
In the above, the numerator represents the UL signal. In the denominator,
the term IψB(i) is the interference from other DL BSs, I
ϕ
B(i) is the interference
from other UL MSs, and σ2 is the AWGN. The interference can be written as:
IψB(i) = ∑
u∈ψB(i)
gu,B(i)`(ru,B(i))PB, (F.3)
IϕB(i) = ∑
v∈ϕB(i)
gv,B(i)`(rv,B(i))PM, (F.4)
where ψB(i) and ϕB(i) are the sets of interfering BSs and MSs respectively. The
DL SINR at MS j is given as
γj =
gB(j),j`(rB(j),j)PB
Iψj + I
ϕ
j + σ
2
. (F.5)
In the above, the numerator represents the DL signal. The first term in the
denominator, Iψj , is the aggregate interference from other DL BSs to DL MS
j, and Iϕj is the interference from the other UL MSs. The interference terms
equal
Iψj = ∑
u∈ψj
gu,j`(ru,j)PB, (F.6)
Iϕj = ∑
v∈ϕj
gv,j`(rv,j)PM, (F.7)
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where ψj and ϕj are the sets of interfering BSs and MSs.
4 Reliability Analysis
We analyze the performance of CoMPflex using the transmission success
probability. This metric and its complement, the outage probability, are often
used in works that analyze cellular networks through stochastic geometry. In
the analysis, we consider a pair of typical BSs and their associated MSs. The
typical UL-BS is denoted B(U) and the DL-MS B(D), while the UL-MS and
DL-MS are denoted U and D respectively. These BSs and MSs represent the
performance of the entire network. We write the SINR at this BS as γU (for
UL). Similarly, the DL SINR at a typical MS is written as γD. A transmission
is successful if the SINR is not lower that the target threshold SINR at the
receiver.
4.1 UL and DL Distance Distributions
Recall that the BSs are deployed according to a PPP with density λC. The
distribution of the distance between a DL-BS B(i) and its associated MS i
is denoted frB(i),i (r). In deriving this distribution, we assume that the BS
is located at the origin, i.e. we consider a typical BS. The distance is then
denoted frU,B(U)(r). Similarly, the density of the distance between a MS i and
its UL-BS B(j) is written frB(U),U (r).
As stated from the assumptions, the location of the scheduled MS is uni-
form at random inside the Voronoi region of the BS. For analytical tractability,
we assume that the location of the MS can be any point in R2. Under this as-
sumption, the distance from the typical BS to its MS then has the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF):
FrB(U),U (r) = Pr{rB(i),i ≤ r} = 1− exp
(
−λCpir2
)
, (F.8)
This simplification is routinely made in the literature (see e.g. [9]) for analyti-
cal tractability. We assume that the UL distance CDF FrU,B(U)(r) is the same as
the DL. The numerical results confirm that this approximation is reasonable.
4.2 Transmission Success Probability of CoMPflex
In this section, we approximate the success probabilities in UL and DL for
CoMPflex. In the derivations, we assume that BSs and MSs are deployed
according to independent PPPs with density λC. Note that we approximate
the locations of the MSs as a PPP, even though they are constrained to be
inside the Voronoi cell of their serving BS. Also recall that the interference
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from the paired DL-BS to the UL-BS is cancelled, and this is reflected in the
interference expressions in the proof.
Theorem 2. Assuming independent PPP deployment of MSs and BSs, the success
probability in UL in CoMPflex is
PCU =2piλC
∫ ∞
0
r exp
(
−piλCr2 − sσ2
)
Lψ(s)Lϕ(s)dr, (F.9)
where s = µβUr
α
PM
and the Laplace transforms of the interference from BSs Lψ(s) and
MSs Lϕ(s) are
Lψ(s) =
∫ ∞
0
2piλC,Dt exp
(
−piλC,Dt2
)
·
exp
(
−2piλC,D
∫ ∞
t
βU
PB
PM
( r
x
)α
1+ βU
PB
PM
( r
x
)α x dx
)
dt, (F.10)
Lϕ(s)=exp
−2piλC,U ∫ ∞
r
βU
(
r
y
)α
1+ βU
(
r
y
)α y dy
 . (F.11)
Proof. We consider the UL SINR γU , and choose a typical BS. Then we con-
dition on the distance from the BS to the nearest UL-MS being r. The success
probability is
PCU =Pr{γU≥βU}=
∫ ∞
0
Pr{γU ≥ βU | r} fU,B(U)(r)dr.
The conditioned CDF of the SINR equals (note that we drop the explicit
notation of the conditioning for readability)
Pr {γU ≥ βU | r} = Pr
 gU,B(U)r−αPMIψB(U) + IϕB(U) + σ2 ≥ βU

(a)
= E
[
exp
(
−s(IψB(U) + I
ϕ
B(U) + σ
2)
)]
= exp
(
−sσ2
)
Lψ(s)Lϕ(s),
where in (a) we have used that gU,B(U) ∼ Exp(µ), and we set s = µβUr
α
PM
.
We now derive the interference from the other DL-BSs. In the derivation, we
condition on the distance to the nearest interfering DL-BS to be t because this
distance is independent from r. The distance t represents the approximation
of the distance to the paired DL-BS, whose transmission is perfectly cancelled
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and this gives an upper bound. The density of interfering DL-BSs is λC,D.
Then
Lψ(s) = EIψ
exp
−s ∑
i∈ψB(i)
PBgi,B(i)r
−α
i,B(i)

(a)
= EIψ
 ∏
i∈ψB(i)
Eg
[
exp
(
−sPBgi,B(i)r−αi,B(i)
)]
(b)
= exp
(
−2piλC,D
∫ ∞
t
(
1−Eg
[
exp
(
−sPBgi,B(i)x−α
)])
xdx
)
(c)
= exp
(
−2piλC,D
∫ ∞
t
(
sPBx−α
1+ sPBx−α
)
xdx
)
,
where in (a) we have used that the channels gi,B(i) are independent, (b) is
from the Probability Generating Functional (PGFL) of a PPP with density
λC,D and x = ri,B(i), and in (c) we rewrite using the Moment Generating
Function (MGF) of an exponential random variable. Combining this with the
pdf of the distance t and using s = µβUr
α
PM
, we get Eq. (F.10). Using similar
arguments, Eq. (F.11) also can be derived. Note however, that in Eq. (F.11),
the distance to the nearest interfering UL-MS follows the same distribution
as the distance to the served UL-MS.
For DL, recall that we approximate the interfering MSs as a PPP, and this
approximation implies that an interfering UL-MS could be inside the Voronoi
cell of the DL-MS. However, in CoMPflex there is exactly one MS in each cell.
Therefore, the interference is overestimated.
Theorem 3. Assuming independent PPP deployment of MSs and BSs, the success
probability in DL for CoMPflex is
PCD=2piλC
∫ ∞
0
r exp
(
−piλCr2 − sσ2
)
Lψ(s)Lϕ(s)dr, (F.12)
where s = µβDr
α
PB
and the Laplace transforms of the interference from BSs Lψ(s) and
MSs Lϕ(s) are
Lψ(s) = exp
(
−2piλC,D
∫ ∞
r
βD
( r
x
)α
1+ βD
( r
x
)α x dx
)
, (F.13)
Lϕ(s)=exp
−2piλC,U∫ ∞
0
βD
PM
PB
(
r
y
)α
1+ βD
PM
PB
(
r
y
)α y dy
 . (F.14)
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Proof. The proof follows similar steps as the one for UL, and so is omitted
due to space limitations.
Note that the integration range of Eq. (F.14) starts at 0, since there is no
interference cancellation in DL, contrary to UL. From this, we obtain a lower
bound on the success probability.
4.3 Transmission Success Probability of Full Duplex
In the FD baseline, for DL, Eq. (9) in [10] gives the outage probability of a
scenario similar to our FD baseline. The success probability can be directly
derived from that equation.
In deriving the UL success probability, we can use a strategy similar to the
one used for DL in [10]. Then, the UL success probability in the FD baseline
is
PFU =2piλF
∫ ∞
0
r exp
(
−piλFr2−sσ2
)
Lψ(s)Lϕ(s) dr, (F.15)
where s = µβUr
α
PM
and the Laplace transforms of the interference from BSs
Lψ(s) and MSs Lϕ(s) are
Lψ(s) = exp
(
−2piλF
∫ ∞
r
βU
PB
PM
( r
x
)α
1+ βU
PB
PM
( r
x
)α x dx
)
, (F.16)
Lϕ(s) = exp
−2piλF ∫ ∞
r
βU
(
r
y
)α
1+ βU
(
r
y
)α y dy
 . (F.17)
5 Numerical Results
We show the performance of CoMPflex, and the comparison with the FD
baseline schemes, using both numerical simulations and the analytical model
given in the previous section. The simulation assumptions are shown in
Table F.1, where the densities are chosen comparable with [10].
We study the success probability in both UL and DL for CoMPflex, in
terms of varying the SINR threshold, and compare with FD. The BS and MS
transmission powers are held constant according to the values in Tab. F.1. The
UL success probability for CoMPflex and FD, both simulation and analytical,
is shown in Fig. F.3. Here, the analytical curve approximates the simulated
values quite closely. However, the success probability in UL is lower than DL,
which can be partially explained by the MS power being lower than the BS
power.
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Table F.1: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Description Simulation Setting
s Size of observation window 200 km
λC BS density (CoMPflex) 0.02 BS/km
2
λF BS density (FD) 0.01 BS/km2
σ2 Noise power at MS and BS −174 dBm
α Path loss exponent 4
β SINR thresholds −20,−15,−10, . . . , 20 dB
PB BS transmission power 40 dBm
PM MS transmission power 20 dBm
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Fig. F.3: Success Probability in UL vs. SINR threshold.
The resulting success probability for DL is shown in Fig. F.4. In this fig-
ure, we can observe that the analytical derivations result in a lower bound
on the success probability. This was to be expected, since the point processes
in CoMPflex are not truly PPP. However, as the figure shows, the PPP ap-
proximation is quite close and serves well as an indicator of the expected
performance of CoMPflex. We also observe that the success probability in
CoMPflex is about 30% higher than FD, for most of the range of SINR thresh-
olds. The explanation of this can be attributed to how CoMPflex affects the
distances of the signal and interference links.
Since one of the main features in CoMPflex is that it brings the MSs closer
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Fig. F.4: Success Probability in DL vs. SINR threshold.
to the serving BSs, we analyze and compare the CDFs of the various distances
for signal and intra-cell interference links in CoMPflex and FD. This compar-
ison is shown in Fig. F.5. The simulated CDF are shown as lines, while the
analytical CDF using Eq. (F.8) are shown as markers2. From this figure, we
can observe two important points:
First, we compare the CDFs of the distances between an UL-MS and BS,
and between a BS and DL-MS. We see that for both CoMPflex and FD, the UL
and DL distance curves overlap. This implies that the distances of UL and DL
follow the same distribution. What is also interesting is that the CDFs of the
distances in CoMPflex are shifted to the left, compared to FD. This means that
the lower MS to BS distances have higher probability in CoMPflex compared
to FD.
Second, the CDF curve of the intra-cell interference distance in CoMPflex
is shifted to the right compared to FD. This means that higher interference dis-
tances have higher probability in CoMPflex compared to FD. Taken together,
these two points can explain the performance advantages of CoMPflex over
FD, which come from having a lower signal distance and a higher interfer-
ence distance simultaneously.
2Note that the analytical CDF of CoMPflex is shifted to the left, compared to FD, since λF =
0.5λC
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Fig. F.5: Comparison of the CDFs of the node distances in the CoMPflex and FD scenarios.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we have analyzed the performance of CoMPflex in a planar
network setting, and compared it with a FD baseline scheme. We have de-
rived the success probability for UL and DL, and validated the results via
simulations. It was observed that the success probability of both UL and DL
was higher for CoMPflex than in FD, an effect which can be attributed to the
effects of CoMPflex on the node distances. Thus it is beneficial to consider
the usage of HD devices instead of FD, which is also useful for using already
existing technology and avoiding the signal complexities of FD.
One promising research direction is to consider more than two connected
BSs, and more general clustering criteria. Also, it would be interesting to
compare CoMPflex with other interference mitigation techniques such as
CoMP.
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